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Men's volleyball finally win-
but season is over page 11
Identifying our
identity... page 14
Welker wins comfortably
WLUSU election results announced
after a long wait by candidates
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
Emotions rail high as it was
announced late Thursday
evening that Steve Welker
would be president of
Laurier's Students' Union
and Anthony Piscitelli the
Vice President: University
Affairs for 2004 - 2005.
After the chain of events
that had occurred through-
out the day, everyone was
relieved to finally hear the
results. Welker came out on
top with a 308 vote lead over
his closest running' mate,
Connolly Aziz, who finished
with 556 votes. Third was
Jen Coulter with 412 votes,
Alun Evans finshed with
224 votes and last was Ryan
Duncan with 170 votes.
The counting process, p. 2
The election timeline, p. 3
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This had to happen,"
replied Welker after the
announcement was made, "I
needed to win for everyone
but myself. This had to fall
into place for everything to
happen the way it should."
"I've never been so excited
in ray entire life and I can't
wait to get to work," he con-
tinued.
As for the position of VP:
IJA, Piscitelli won by 207
votes over Mike Conway.
Piscitelli shared similar
sentiments of happiness but
tiredness had won him over.
"I'm so tired right now"
became his only comment
after the announcement was
made just after 3 am.
Although Alun Evans,
another presidential candi-
date, seemed angry and was
visibly upset after the win-
ner was announced, he did
offer his support to Welker.
"Congratulations to Steve
and other than that I have
no comment.' he said.
"All I have to say
is good
work, said Aziz. 'What a
race."
Ballot counting was
delayed due to a conflict
with co-op students on work
term who were not given
ballots far enough in
advance. The ERC consid-
ered putting off. ballot-
counting until Sunday but
decided to go ahead with tal-
lying* the President and VP
votes albeit much later than
expected.
Second in the run for VP:
UA was Mike Conway with
716 votes and last was Tricia
Martin with 506 votes.
More than 24 hours later,
after BOD votes had been
counted, the fifteen mem-
bers of next year's board of
directors was announced.
Lyndsey Jones, the only cur-
rent Director who ran in this
year's election, received .the
highest number of votes.
Among* the elected mem-
bers were six of the seven
iemales who ran ana six 01
the eight first year students
who ran. The only two mem-
bers of First Year Council,
Dan Allison and Fraser
McCracken were among
those.
"I'm really excited to
work with the 2004-2005
WLUSU Board of Directors,"
said Jones after the results
were read.
"I'm just tired," claimed a
disappointed Paul Boudreau
after not making' it on to the
BOD.
"I still can't believe it.'
said newly elected Director
Alysia Wyeville. This is
really happening' to me."
The first WLUSU BOD
meeting for the new direc-
tors was held this past
Tuesday. During- that time,
Jones was the only one nom-
inated and thus given the
position of Chair of the
2004-2005 BOD. Vice-Chair
went to Matt Gouett who
was up against Sanjay Ojjo
and Fraser MeCraeken.
The referendum question
asking if students were in
favour of supporting a sec-
ond refugee student passed
with 1716 votes.
2004-2005 WLUSU President Steve Welker's ne'formance at the open forum was likely one of the
determing factors in his comfortable victory over Connolly Aziz, his closest competitor.
No sponsorship
Laurier Athletics' change in policy
means a loss of alcohol sponsors
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
Laurier Athletics will no
longer be accepting* sponsor-
ship from "breweries and/or
alcohol related companies"
in accordance with the same
comprehensive plan for
Laurier athletes that bans
the presence of alcohol at
any official athletics events.
As a result of* the new
policy, Golden Hawks will be
losing out on sponsorship
from Labatt Budweiser and
possibly other establish-
ments which serve alcohol.
"It's not going to
have a large impact
on the program... I
don't think it will
affect the quality."
-Peter Baxter, Athletic
Director
The beer company has
supported football and men's
hockey in the past.
But Peter Baxter,
Director of Laurier
Athletics, is confident that
the lack of funds will not
cause a problem.
"It's not going to have a
large impact on the pro-
gram." says Baxter. "I don't
think it will affect the quali-
ty."
Baxter added that out of
the athletics program's $1,8
million budget, a mere
$10,000 is derived from the
brewery sponsorship.
Wayne Gowing, Manager
of Inter-University Athletics
and Student Athlete
Development, says that cur-
rent contracts will need to be
continued until the end of
the year. In the summer,
when contracts are renewed,
decisions on which business-
es will be the exception to
the rule will need to be clari-
fied.
Current sponsors that
serve alcohol include restau-
rants such as Morty's,
McGinnis Front Row. and
the Walper Terrace Hotel.
No more brewskies on the sidelines during football games.
Laurier Athletics is no longer accepting alcohol sponsors.
WLUSU Election
Results
WLUSU
President & CEO
Steve Welker 864
Connolly Aziz 556
Jen Coulter 412
Alun Evans 224
Ryan Duncan 170
WLUSU Vice
President:
University
Affairs
Anthony Piscitelli 923
Mike Conway 716
Tricia Martin 506
WLUSU Board of
Directors
Lyndsey Jones 989
Sanjay Ojjo 887
Laura Gray 703
Fraser MeCraeken 683
Tudor Costache 678
Matt Gouett 677
Dan Allison 666
Jen Mitchell 660
Alysia Wyville 606
Jodi Dam 592
Tiffany Strobel 557
David Alexander 555
Trevor Cresswell 549
Nicholas Murphy 545
Kevin Spahich 527
Patrick Alain 448
Rafiq Andani 440
Brad Murray 429
Paul Boudreau 369
Taylor Vanderway 350
Bernard Dawson 350
Adria Cehovin 309
David Daniels 277
Continued on page 2
Cindy Fawcett, Assistant
General Manager of McGinnis
Frontrow hopes that the new
policy won't affect their spon-
sorship of Laurier athletes,
but believes they may be able
to be accommodated since
they are a restaurant and not
strictly a bar.
She says about 80% of'
their sponsorship budget is
contributed to sports teams
from both Laurier and the
University of Waterloo.
"We do it more to help
them out,/' Fawcett says refer-
ring to the student athletes.
She says that if the sponsor-
ship was dropped, it probably
wouldn't affect the business'
sales.
Baxter has other plans up
his sleeve to compensate for
the lost $10,000.
"It'll allow us to do a few
things to enhance our promo-
tional stuff," he says. "We've
raised the money on sponsor-
ship each year with market-
ing-. [Labatt Budweiser] will
be replaced."
Gowing assumes the intra-
mural Budweiser Football
League will fold as a result of
cancelled contracts. The pop-
ular program is run infor-
mally through Laurier
Athletics. Each year's win-
ning team has received an all-
expenses paid trip to the
Vanier Cup in Toronto in past
seasons.
Dean David McMurray's
five part plan has spurred an
update in the Code of Conduct
for Laurier athletes, recently
passed by the Board of
Governors.
The plan also highlights a
prohibition on hazing, expec-
tations of coaches, and the
monitoring of fifth year ath-
letes to adhere to the require-
ments of their academic pro-
grams.
With files from Colin Duffett
News
WLUSP left homeless
Renovation plans on third floor of FNCC make it
necessary for Student Publications to quickly find office
COLIN DUFFETT
Staff Writer
There's no room at the inn.
That is the word coming*
from Laurier's Students'
Union administration
regarding* the Student
Publications offices on the
third floor of the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre. As of
the end of the winter term,
the WLUSP offices will be
moving' to an unknown loca-
tion.
WLUSU, who owns the
building* and to whom
WLUSP pays rent, decided to
end their agreement with
Student Publications after it
was decided that the offices
WLUSP currently occupy
would be better used for
Union related purposes.
The ending of the agree-
ment between the two organ-
izations leaves the student-
run publications such as The
Cord Weekly, Bluprint and
ClubLaurier without a home
as of May 1, 2004, This evic-
tion has left many within
WLUSP scrambling- to find a
new location.
"I'm disappointed but it's
been a long time coining:."
commented Craig* Radcliffe,
WLUSP President for the
2004 - 2005 year. "I wish
[WLUSU] would have con-
sulted the students when
they made this decision."
This decision coincides
with the university's resolu-
tion to put a hold on a pro-
posed building that was
scheduled for construction in
September of 2005.
The proposed building-
would have provided space
for WLUSP, an expanded
bookstore as well as an
expanded Wilfs kitchen and
Accessible Learning*. The pro-
posed building would have
also seen the administrative
offices currently located in
the Peter's Building moved to
this new building to free up
space for the School of
Business and Economics.
"I'm disappointed
but it's been a long
time coming. I wish
WLUSU would have
consulted the
students..."
-Craig Radcliffe,
WLUSP President, 2004-05
According- to Ron Dupuis.
Assistant Vice-President:
Physical Resources, the proj-
ect has notbeen cancelled nor
has it been shelved indefinite-
ly but rather it is "under
review".
"It was my understanding*
that it was going- to happen
but now we're not sure
wheal," said Dupuis.
The building- was to be a.
part of the Superbuiicl fund-
ing that the previous Ontario
government under Eves had
given to Laurier for construc-
tion projects like the addition
to the Athletic Complex and
the newly postponed pro-
posed building.
The reason for the delay
appears to be a concern with
the amount of funding that
the newly elected Liberal gov-
ernment may or may
not be
giving the universities.
Katherine Elliot, Director
of Accessible Learning said,
'•I'm still counting on it hap
pening. It's just a matter of
when."
As for WLUSP. current
WLUSP President Laura
Jardine and her heir will be
forced to find accommoda-
tions for the organization
until the phantom building is
either completed or scrapped
altogether.
Counting delays results
Elections and Referenda Committee
explain the time-consuming process
behind ballot counting
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
WLUSU elections candidates
practiced their patience last
week as they waited several
more hours than was expect-
ed to hear results.
It was 3:00 am Friday
morning' when the elected
President and Vice President:
University Affairs were
announced. Elected directors
and referenda results weren't
announced until almost 3:30
am Saturday morning- after
nearly 12 hours of counting'.
Altogether it took approx-
imately 16 hours to tabulate
the votes., compared to about
5 hours last year.
Last year's votes
were counted more
quickly, however
the ballots for
three BOD
candidates had to
be recounted three
times.
Lisa Miller, Chair of the
Elections and Referenda
Committee, said that the
main reason f'or the delay
was a lack of volunteers will-
ing to stick around.
"We had nine volunteers
Thursday, and six on Friday,"
she said. "That's only about a
third of what we should have
had."
After it was announced
that counting* may be pushed
until Sunday, due to the late
distribution of ballots to co-
op students on work term,
many volunteer Deputy
Returning' Officers went
home.
Later, when it was decided
that President and VP votes
would be counted after all,
only a few volunteers were
able to help. Fewer could
assist the next night when
the BOD and referenda bal-
lots were counted, due to pre-
vious commitments.
The DEO volunteers had
signed an impartiality agree-
ment ensuring- they were
neutral towards all candi-
dates. It was for this reason
that others who were avail-
able to help were not allowed
to.
Another factor in the
slowness of counting* was to
guarantee accuracy.
"You have to sacrifice time
for accuracy," said Stacey
Big-gar, the 2003 Elections
Logistics Executive. Last
year's votes were counted
much more quickly, however
the ballots for three BOD can-
didates had to be recounted
three times.
Biggar said the elections
committee had decided to
veer from the traditional
method of counting to speed
up the process, but the lack
of accuracy did not make the
change worthwhile.
"There's a margin of error
created that can come down
to people not being on the
board," said James Lewis
who also helped count last
year.
So this election. Miller
said her committee went back
to the way it has been done
every other year.
Ballots are first sorted by
faculty and spoiled ballots
are set aside. A tally sheet is
designated for each candi-
date and someone reads off
the marked names 011 each
ballot.
"The method works great
if you have enough volun-
teers," said Miller.
Miller hinted that WLUSU
might be investigating the
possibility of implementing
an electronic voting* system
in the future.
"We would want to ensure
security, so people don't vote
more than once, and so peo-
ple can't get locked out," she
said.
Jennifer Asselin
Busy hands are happy hands as volunteers partake in the elongated process of counting votes on election day. Although the process seems
tedious, it is necessary to ensure accuracy.
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McFlurry Forecast: we're not lovin' it, but it will do, it will do
Election timeline
The Cord takes a step-by-step look at
the elections debacle that took place
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
Thursday February sth
B:3oam - Polls open and the
last day of campaigning
begins.
Late Afternoon - Dan Herman
and Elections and Referenda
Committee find out that the
Co-op ballots that were to be
sent out 70 hours prior to
polls closing according' to the
Governance manual, were
only sent out at 1:00pm that
day. Afterwards, the chair of
ERC, Lisa Miller said. "We
waited until 7. until the polls
closed for the sake of [the
candidates] sanity."
7:oopm - All Candidates
meeting is held in the Paul
Martin Centre just as the
polls close. During this meet-
ing the Co-op problem is
brought to the attention of
candidates.
7:3opm - The ERC and
Herman scramble to decide
how to handle the situation.
Mention is made of an emer-
gency board meeting being
held but policy says that
there needs to be six hours
notice git'en to hold one.
Legal counsel is sought and
in the meantime. Board mem-
bers are contacted and told to
come in to the school.
7:3opm - Students and candi-
dates gather in the 24-hour
lounge to figure out what is
going on and wait to hear
from the ERC.
9:oopm - Appeal is written by
candidate Steve Welker's
campaign manager, Paul
Tambeau. and signed by
many candidates and is then
submitted to the ERC. The
ERC takes this into great
consideration in deciding
what to do about counting-
ballots. The ERC, Colin
Shonk, the Chair of the Board
of Directors and Herman con-
tinue to discuss a possible
solution in Herman's office.
10:00pm - The ERC emerges
from the Union offices.
"Votes for President and Vice
President will be counted
tonight," announces Miller. A
decision has finally been
reached and counting for the
one part of the election would
start immediately while BOD
votes would be left until the
next day because of too few
volunteers.
"Essentially the bylaws
supercede the Governance
manual and according to the
bylaws we haven't broken
any policy," explained Miller.
The bylaws are legally bind-
ing whereas the Governance
manual is a set of guidelines.
There were no bylaws broken
so counting would com-
mence. The only Co-op ballots
that would be taken into
account were those handedin
before the polls had closed at
7pm.
10:30pm - Many candidates
had left either for good or to
simply get some sleep before
coining back for the results.
Although people were frus-
trated with the proceedings
that had occurred so far,
many were just thankful to
get. the process started. "This
is just unneeded stress," com-
mented Evans. "The fact that
we were left out of the deci-
sion making for so long is
frustrating. I'm glad it's
resolved."
3:loam - Candidates and
friends form a semi-circle in
the 24-hour lounge where
Chief Returning Officer Jill
Promoli announces, in order,
the numbers for Vice
President University Affairs:
Anthony Piscitelli - 923,
Mike Conway - 716, Trieia
Martin - 506.
3:l2am - Announcement of
the numbers for President:
Steve Welker - 864, Connolly
Aziz - 556, Jen Coulter - 412,
Alun Evans - 224, Ryan
Duncan - 170
Friday February 6th
4:oopm - The ERC begin
counting ballots for BOD as
well as referendum ques-
tions.
8:00pm - Results are estimat-
ed to have been calculated by
this time and candidates
await the announcement in
Wilfs. However, the results
have not been tabulated
because of a lack of volun-
teers in the counting room.
Everyone is told that the
results will be ready at
1 i :00pm.
11:00pm - Still no results. It
is said they will be ready at
1:00am.
1:00am - Dan Herman tells
people that it'll be at least one
more hour before they have
the results.
2:ooam - Still no results.
3:3oam - Membersof the ERC
filter into the 24-hour lounge
to finally make their
announcement. Promoli
begins reading the results,
announcing first that 1716
students had approved the
WUSC referendum question.
The names were then read
in order of votes with
Lyndsey Jones topping the
list with 989 votes and Kevin
Spahich rounding things out
as the fifteenth member of
the 2004-2005 BOD with 527
votes.
Tudor Costache
A crowd gathers at 10:00pm Thursday night as the Elections and Referenda Committee announce their
decision to count Presidential and VP: University Affairs ballots that night and BOD the next day.
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UW proposes Kitchener campus
$147 million school of pharmacy
would be located just blocks from
Laurier's Social Work campus
JEFFREY HAWKINS
Staff Writer
Monday night marked the
beginning* of a proposed
multi-million dollar expan-
sion for the University of
Waterloo.
Frank Pizzuto,
Kitchener's director of down-
town development, and Amit
Chakma, an administrator at
the University of Waterloo,
agreed to launch a full inves-
tigation for the construction
of an estimated $147 million
school of pharmacy campus
in downtownKitchener.
According' to Janet Billett,
committee administrator, the
Kitchener council meeting'
has agreed to "investigate the
proposed campus construe-
tion and present a business
ease with the March 2004
budget."
The new campus is
expected to open
September 2006,
the same time WLU
will open its new
$6.5 million school
of Social Work.
The new campus is pro-
posed for the Epton site, adja-
cent to Kitchener's city works
yard at the northwest corner
of King' and Victoria.
The city of Kitchener has
been instigating both UW
and WLU to expand campus-
es into the downtown core as
part of Kitchener's plan to
reinvent the city core to a 24-
hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week
atmosphere, according to
Pizzuto.
In conjunction with the
Faculty of Pharmacy at the
University of Toronto, only
180 spots out of an anticipat-
ed 1000 plus applicants get
into Ontario's only pharmacy
program.
According to The Record,
the new school of pharmacy
will cost $30 million for capi-
tal building costs and up to
30 acres of city-owned land.
UW is expected to put up a
$12 million operating' endow-
ment with $15 million per
year for operating costs and
a $60 million per year-
research budget. A private
sector contribution is also
expected at a value of approx-
imately $25 - $30 million for
a 400 bed residence.
The new campus is
expected, to open September
2006. the same time WLU
will open its new $8.5 million
Graduate School of Social
Work in the old St. Jerome's
high school building behind
City Hall. This will be an
ongoing project, however, as
the campus would be built
over a span of 10 to 15 years
with the School of Pharmacy
being the first step in this
process.
In Saturday's Record,
Hans Pottkamper, a member
of the city's Centre Block
steering- committee, was
quoted saying "in principle, I
think it's an even better thing
for the downtown than
Wilfrid Laurier."
Pottkamper went on to
suggest that "the school of
pharmacy will have more stu-
dents than the graduate
social work program and
more potential to create spin-
off companies, the same with
technology companies like
RIM grew from UW's comput-
er science program."
Turnitin.com
deters cheating
Duggan discovers California-based
plagarism site mostly used for first
year students due to sheer volume
ANDREW DUGGAN
Cord News
It would seem that most
Laurier students have little
or no opposition to using the
plagiarism detection site
Tuinitin.com.
According to the WLU
website, "Turnitiu.com is a
plagiarism detection service
that faculty, on a voluntary
basis, may wish to use in
their courses."
"It's a deterrent, and the
majority of students would
like to be on a level playing
field," said Dr. Smith, Vice
President: Academics for
Laurier.
With enrollment through
the roof in the past few years
it has become increasingly
difficult for professors to use
traditional methods of catch-
ing cheaters, and
Turnitin.com has become a
very useful tool to faculty.
"We use the service to
maintain the integrity of the
program," said Professor
Laura Allan of the business
department. "We want stu-
dents to be proud of their
degree."
"I've always relied on tra-
ditional methods, but it's
becoming almost impossible
with the 'net now," said Dr.
Jewinski of the English
department, who currently
does not use Turnitin.com in
his courses.
"I've always relied
on traditional
methods, but it's
becoming almost
impossible with the
'net now."
-Dr. Jewinski, English Dept.
Students also seem to
have little resentment to
using- the service. "It's more
of an inconvenience than
anything- else," said Josh
Trudeau, a first-year econom-
ics student.
"When somebody cheats, it
makes a mockery of the
whole system and ruins the
hard work of everybody else,"
commented Rob Grant, a
fourth-year global studies
student.
"We're not assuming* any-
body is cheating', we just
want people to know that we
take plagiarism very serious-
ly," said Allan.
The school first approved
the use of the California-
based Turnitin.com on May
14, 2002 and currently pays
$3,800 US per year for the
service, which comes out of
the Information Technology
Services budget. Each faculty
has the option of using- the
service in their courses and it
seems to he used most often
hy first-year professors, sim-
ply because of the sheer num-
ber of students.
Dr. Smith says that he is
"not convinced by the 'guilty
until proven innocent' argu-
ment" that McGill student
Jesse Rosenfeld used when
the school first gave him a
mark of zero on his assign-
ments and he believes that
"Turnitin.com is very useful".
Laurier does not currently
have a written policy that
deals with a student refusing
to hand in an assignment to
Turnitin.com and the school
is hoping that there will not
be a repeat of the McGill inci-
dent here at our school.
Dr. Smith believes that
"most students don't seem to
resent the service" and that
the school will continue to
use Turnitin.com in the
future.
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Turnitin.com has caused controvery recently at McGill University when a student refused to hand in his
word to the plagarism-checking website. He felt he was treated "guilty until proven innocent."
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'What, does the A-Team need anotherphone line?"
- Thomas Thompson, questioning why the Union wants to
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Opinion
Providing for our needs?
With WLUSU in a rush to push The Cord
out of its offices, the question of whose
needs are being provided for is presented
Wilbur
McLean
Editor-in-
chief
Have you heard?
The Toronto Star are moving
their operations. To Ottawa. See,
they figure the location of a
newspaper has no affect on what
kind, of coverage they're able to
produce of another area. So, real-
ly, being in Ottawa, the Star will
still be Toronto's best newspaper.
At least, that's what the
Students' Union will have us
believe.
Last week, Student
Publications learned that an
expansion to the back of the
bookstore that was to house our
new office had been cancelled.
No problem. Undoubtedly, we
would be able to renew our lease
in our current office in the
Students' Union building, where
we've been for over 40 years,
while we sought out other
options. After all, WLUSU's over-
used slogan is "Providing for the
needs of students". WLUSP has
over 70 student volunteers and
provides services used by virtual-
ly every student at Laurier and
we're in need. Right?
Wrong, apparently.
We learned on Tuesday that
WLUSU has no intention of
renewing our lease.
Turns out we're no longer wel-
come in the space we've been in
since the Fred Nichols Campus
Centre has been built, even on a
short-term basis, while we seek
out other options.
The message from the
current
and incoming' WLUSU presi-
dents, Dan Herman and Steve
Welker, respectively, is clear: Out
by May 1.
Never mind that finding- a
place on-campus is nearly impos-
sible with the well-documented
space issues Laurier has.
Never mind that finding a
place, renovating it to fit our
space and electronic needs, and
moving in by May i would be
nearly impossible.
Never mind that even if we
would be able to do all those
things, affording the renovations
for an organization whose net
worth is about the equivalent to
what WLUSU spends on short-
term investments (i.e. savings
bonds) in a year would require
some creative thinking and likely
construction workers who were
willing to work for free.
So exactly which students'
needs are being- provided for by
WLUSU?
Not the 8.000 students who
picked up a WLU'er day planner
this year; nor the 5,000 students
who pick up a Cord on a weekly
basis; nor the graduating stu-
dents who. every year, have their
graduation photo taken because
of WLUSP.
Do these students' needs not
count?
The Students' Union has sug-
gested WLUSP try to negotiate
for space in a school Laurier just
bought on the corner of Hickory
and Hazel, a ten minute walk
away from the University.
Let's pack our bags, we're
going* to Ottawa.
Considering- Laurier's dense
campus, is it reasonable to expect
the school newspaper to report on
the news of Laurier while placed
significantly off campus?
The Cord's, volunteers also
work late hours, often until well
after midnight on the nights
when The Cord is produced.
Hickory and Hazel happens to be
the intersection where two sexual
assaults have taken place in the
past year.
With Foot Patrol inaccessible
from this proposed property, the
security needs of The Cord's
female volunteers are also being
ignored.
So why the urgency? When
WLUSP has been in the same
place for decades, one must won-
der why there is such a rush to
push us out now.
WLUSU plans on using
WLUSP's current offices as part
of an expansion of the 24-hour
lounge. Bearing in mind that I've
never seen the 24-hour lounge so
busy that I couldn't easily find a
seat or table, I wonder why
WLUSU feels it so urgent to build
an expansion on the area.
Turns out, according to
Welker and Herman, WLUSU
needs to update its building in
order to compete with other
Student Unions across Canada.
The administration of WLUSU
is providing for only one group of
students' needs: their own.
Nobody else on campus cares
what other Student Unions are
doing.
Gee, thanks. I feel so much
better now.
cfubv ■' Biseiss litis article on
IRURI6R http: vwjw.ciublauriBn.c3
Letters to The Cord
Don't walk, puke or naysay
on the Hawk
letters@wlusp.com
I am writing- this letter in
response to last week's "Shifty s
Top 10" {The Cord Weekly,
February 4, 2004), which com-
plained about the fact that the
Hawk crest in the Hall of Fame
has become somewhatof a 'deity'.
While this statement may have
been true one or two years ago, it
seems to me that this is no
longer the ease.
A few days ago, I was sitting
at a table with some friends
watching students walk through
the hallway, and was shocked to
see more than half of them walk
straight over the Hawk. It seems
that I wasn't alone in my sur-
prise because when someone else
pointed it out, we ended up hav-
ing a long discussion about how
things have changed in the four
years we have been at Laurier.
People used to trip over them-
selves to avoid the Hawk; now
they barely seem to notice it's
there. We had all been told dur-
ing our first tour of the school
that students don't walk on the
Hawk, so when did that unwrit-
ten rule change?
I've always thought of the
Hawk as a symbol of tradition
and respect. Avoiding the crest is
just one more way for students
to show their Laurier pride.
Unfortunately, it seems that
many people have lost this senti-
ment. I don't know why or when
this happened, but I hope it
changes soon. The Hawk should-
n't be thought of as just a crest
because it symbolizes so much
more. Please show some respect
for Laurier; avoid the Hawk.
Theresa Playfair-Brown
Pretty kitty
The kitty on the bottom featured
in the latest Cord (Feburary 4,
2004, page 10) was the cuter
one. Please see attached photo for
another competitor.
Brian Camozzi
Editor's note: Is this cute, or ani-
mal cruelty served in a beer glass?
For animal cruelty in a column,
see Opinion page 7.
There's no hope with dope
In response to last week's article,
"Drugs revisited" {The Cord
Weekly, January 28, 2004) what
I noticed in reading other arti-
cles by this one journalist (Len
Ball) is that he handled the top-
ics he addressed with precision.
There seems to be no issue that
he can't encompass in an article.
Take the discussion of nar-
cotics as an example: he claims
that becoming* educated is essen-
tial and despite the apparent
drawbacks, there are benefits to
experimentation. Echoing the
sentiments of many, u sing-
admittedly intriguing phrases to
sxun up the issue, the writing- is
what I'd describe as pseudo-
revealing. That is, I find it to be
impressive, sort of like a spot
light shined in broad day light:
"oh, that's quite illuminating."
Except, there is more to the
story.
Personally, I've smoked weed,
chewed 'shrooms, experimented
with acid and E, inadvertently
tried crystal, but hardly ever do
so now. Why? Well, the issue is
complex, it relates to the nature
of the increased perception that
results from doing drugs.
Opening the doors of percep-
tion/expanding the mind is not
free. In the case of drugs, the
more you 'see', the less you
digest.
What I'm getting at is this:
speaking on a topic and offering
plentiful information provides
more of what we are receiving in
abundance. This includes empty
facts, probabilities and well
veiled opinions. The author, in a
previous article, wrote about how
people become derivatives of TV
personalities, a good point. I
think that choosing to address
complex issues summarily is
exactly what mass media/the
establishment, does to stupefy
audiences. But reading the arti-
cle on drugs left me feeling bom-
barded with conclusions that had
no real substance. This is to say
that by stating facts without
tackling the problem of what
drugs entail for the person con-
suming them. Ball falls prey to
the capitalist norm of objective
and empty transference of infor-
mation. I've seen a lot of friends
screw themselves up using a
wide variety of narcotics, and
unequivocally, no list of facts
would deter them from
indulging excessively. Instead, it
is personal honesty that assists
others.
Fraser McDonald
Continued on page 8
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Shifty's
Top10
lliorst Ualentine's
Day gifts for him or
her... other than
drug money
10. McDonald's coupons... espe-
cially considering the rash of
hamburglaries that break out
every February
8. A card that says "Happy
Valentine's Day... P.S. I'm spend-
ing it with that asshole Brad
instead of you"
6. A conversation candy heart
that really isn't as amorous as it
is hurtful.
...I know I'd be hurt.
9. An autographed Lionel Richie
album to get your lovemuffin in
the mood with "Hello (Is It Me
You're Looking For?)"
7. A half-eaten box of chocolates.
5. Big fat nothing.
4. A photo of Steve Welker,
signed "Happy V-Day, Love Steve
Welker" for the other presiden-
tial candidates and WLUSP
3. A pit bull
2. An unexpected pregnancy.
1. Receiving notification
from WLUSLI that your
Student Publications office
will be removed from the
FNCC within three months,
on the same week that the
University decides to shelve
the building project which
would have housed you.
Imagine your Valentine
kicking you out of your
house and filling the void
you leave witn boxes,
brooms, and metaphoric
total emptiness. I guess our
Valentines don't respond
well to criticism. Check out
the neat fort which we
might live in next year.
Did your dog bite its
way to freedom?
Sven
McCullough
What were you
thinking?
I was looking through The
Record's classified section
earlier this week just to
check if there were any inter-
esting things for sale. Maybe
I could find a few hundred
paii' of Air Force One's from
Nelly's bankruptcy sale for a
price better than one hmined
dollar fur one purrr. Or per-
haps the people in the Habitat
house are selling their boat
so the new yacht can fit in
their driveway. There was
nothing worth buying, but I
did see a disturbing ad.
In the "Pets" section that
has a friendly Lassie/Laddy
dog at the top of the page is a
"Pet Personal". And no, I
don't mean "Obedience school
drop out seeks a female
Golden Lab to run around in
circles chasing our tails with.
P.S. I hate wearing sweaters."
Rather, it was a lost dog
notice. "Aw, that's sad" I
thought. I read on. "Large
reward." Good to know. "Lost
in Hespler area." Too far for
me to get this big reward.
"Pit Bull." This is where the
record scratches and I say
"What the fuck?" There's a pit
bull running' loose around
Cambridge.
I hate pit bulls more than
any other dog alive. And that
includes Hitler's dog and the
Lassie that, mauled Timmy.
The breed was made to be
vicious. The name "pit bull"
was thought up because the
thick-skulled monsters
fought to the death in pits.
Must have been smart people
who dreamed this past-time
up. And unlike cockfights
where I suppose you could
eat the loser, or robot fight-
ing where the only losers are
the guys that build them and
those who watch it. pit bull
fights had absolutely no
point. So as time went oil the
breed became more and more
violent and blood thirsty.
Today the pit bull has lost
the once popular venues that
it once fought in, so it must
have a lot of pent-up rage
just waiting to burst forth in
the form of eating some kid's
face off or killing the owner
who named it Angel and
dressed it up in an Elvis suit.
At least if it kills the owner I
can get some degree of satis-
faction when the moron who
knew the risks of owning-
such an animal, but chose to
ignore all the evidence of pit
bulls killing' people, is ripped
to pieces by the beast. And I
don't care what you say about
all animals being- precious
and just needing- love. If you
own a pit bull you are a com-
plete idiot and deserve what-
ever the dog does to you.
In a perfect world pit bulls
would only kill the deserving
owners with inferiority com-
plexes who try to hide their
cowardly nature behind the
dog'. But sadly pit bulls
escape from their
homes and
attack small children. So to
the man in Cambridge whose
loving pit bull escaped, even
if I did find your dog- I'd tell
you to shove your reward up
your ass. Vicious dogs have
no place in our society and I
say it's time that
we com-
pletely ban pit bulls. I'll vol-
unteer to wear a protective
suit while armed with a nine
iron and step in a ring with a
pit bull, and over the course
of a few months rid the world
of the entire breed.
WednesdayFeburary 11.2004
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Fair trade latte, por favor
As a university whose stu-
dents have recently been at
the forefront of opposition to
sweatshop labour, they may
be interested to know that
they could be inadvertently
supporting' an equally trou-
bling form of exploitation
each time they buy a cup of
coffee from Second Cup on
campus.
We have recently spear-
headed a national pressure
campaign against Second
Cup in response to the devas-
tating coffee crisis brought
on by the recent catastrophic
plunge in the world price of
coffee, which has resulted in
near starvation for more
than 15 million small coffee
farmers and their families.
Each time you buy a cup of
coffee from Second Cup for
$1.50. keep in mind that the
farmers who pick that coffee
are lucky to receive two
cents of that total. While
Second Cup's profits skyrock-
et, the farmers who pick
their coffee are suffering
beyond imagination.
By offering coffee farmers
a guaranteed minimum
price, Fair Trade has signifi-
cantly improved the lives of
more than 500,000 farmers,
organized into 300 coopera-
tives in 20 countries in
Central and South America,
Africa and Asia.
In the late 90s. Global
Exchange launched a nation-
al pressure campaign against
Starbucks, which forced the
chain to begin selling Fair
Trade coffee in 2000. Today,
Starbucks is the world's
largest purchaser of certified
Fair Trade coffee, yet Second
Cup still refuses to offer Fair
Trade to their customers.
Instead, they dubiously
argue that they already sup-
port Foster Parents Plan and
that they pay their farmers a
"premium" while outright-
refusing- to publicly reveal
how much of a premium they
pay.
Please speak to the man-
ager of your local Second Cup
outlets on and off campus
and demandthey do the right
thing* by offering' their cus-
tomers Fair Trade coffee as
one option among* many. Our
campaign has already been
endorsed by Noam Chomsky
as well as scores of labour,
environmental and social jus-
tice groups throughout
Canada. For more informa-
tion about the campaign and
to find out what you can do
to help. visit our website at
http://www.boycottsecond-
cup.com. This is the ideal
opportunity to Think
Globally, Act Locally. Thank
you.
Max Wallace
National Campaign Co-ordi-
nator Caijustice
Carry our torch... flame
on!
I would like to begin by say-
ing congratulations to all of
the newly elected Directors of
the 2004-2005 Board of
Directors. The next year will
be a challenging and interest-
ing one for all of you. Please
do not hesitate to approach
myself or other current direc-
tors and say hello, chat about
the issues, the Students'
Union, our Board experience,
the Maple Leafs winning the
cup this year. etc. I extend
that invitation to all Laurier
Students as well: if you see
any director in their grey
BOD sweatshirt around the
school please feel free to stop
us and say hello.
In May, when the 2003-
2004 Board turns control
over to the incoming* Board
there will be many issues of
importance to Laurier
Students awaiting* the new
group of Directors. Of per-
sonal importance to me is the
continuation of this year's ad-
hoc committee on deregula-
tion. The goal of this commit-
tee is to compile information
and build strategies to hold
administration accountable
for quality improvement's in
the Business Program that
should accompany the $1500
raise in tuition. Other issues
of note are: the 75 meter min-
imum-distance-separation
by-law; the operating proce-
dure agreement:
turnitin.com; teacher evalua-
tions (their contract is com-
ing up for renewal); keeping*
administration accountable
for growth; AC renovations;
line ups at 202 Regiiia; and
the Brantford Leadership
and Governance project.
These are highlights from a
compilation of ideas the
Board of Directors created
during a brainstorming ses-
sion this past Sunday.
Obviously, they are sugges-
tions from this Board to next
year's, but we feel they are
important issues. We have
been, or will be. working on
these issues and hope that
through a smooth transition
over the next two months
they will be carried through
What is love? Baby,
don't hurt me
Thomas Thompson blames
Valentine's Day for ruining his
birthday by coincidence
Thomas
Thompson
Special Projects
Editor
It was a dreary Monday
afternoon when I was con-
fronted about this editorial. I
have just been through a
bizarre twenty-four hours, a
time that I have spent asking
myself a lot of questions. A
time that I quickly want to
forget. Only to be confronted
with, "so what are you going 1
to write about this week?"
My reply was that I had a lot
of ideas, but I couldn't think
of anything - in particular as
a concrete topic.
The simple fact is that no
matter who you are there are
a lot things that are on your
mind these days. Right now I
am trying to figure how to
make this editorial relevant
but humorous. Maybe you
are thinking of how you're
going to spend your reading-
week, a midterm, or how you
would rather have burgundy
instead of blue bed sheets
when that special someone is
over on Valentine's Day.
The day of love is also
when yours truly here hits
the quarter century mark
and enters into his
"Carlsberg Years." Maybe I
should have seen it coming
but my immature and foolish
behavior blinded me to the
facts until now. Still, I will
use this as an excuse to pon-
successfully to next year.
Thank you for your time.
Any comments or sugges-
tions to the Board of
Directors can be sent to stu-
dent comments@wlu
.
ca.
Cheers,
Andrew Howell
2003-2004 Board of Directors
Promotion or pollution?
tiflcate and dispense the wis-
dom that I have accumulated
over the years.
This morningl I had the
chance to read over a friend's
blog on ClubLaurier, who
wrote an interesting piece on
love. My response was, to
borrow from "A Night at the
Roxbury": what is love? I
meant it as a joke but per-
haps now I can use it a seri-
ous question. A question
that I find worth asking'
because my birthday, a time
when I am suppose to be
infantile, selfish and
demanding, has been tainted
by this little love-fest. I can't
go drinking* with "guys" as
the beer commercial told me
to do. Nor can I stop in on
most of those casual
acquaintances that you
should visit once in a blue
moon.
Even if you read
everything from
the Symposium to
the Kama Sutra, I
doubt you could
get one concrete
answer on love.
"Well Mr. Thompson,
what is love?" you might ask.
Then again you may even be
a little harsher and say hey
buddy, if you have time to
write this what do you know
about love?" I am not going
to go on the defensive here. 1
am no more of an expert
Did it ever occur to the
WLIJSU elections candidates
(Steve Welker and Michael
Conway come to mind) that
spraypainting your names
all over the neighbourhood
was a tad excessive? No wait,
I apologize, maybe getting
elected to student govern-
ment is much more impor-
tant than having an environ-
ment (including our public
than anyone else, the ques-
tion itself is quite loaded, I
even took Religion 103:
"Love and its Mjrths" and i
can give you no clear
answer. Even if you read
everything- from the
Symposium to the Kama
Sutra, I doubt that you could
get one concrete answer.
Love takes on many
forms. It can range from that
person you have a little
crush on in your morning
class, the affection for your
friends and family and to
that special someone that
many of you will be sitting
across the table from this
Saturday. The problem is
that I think people some-
times get so wrapped up in
the romantic notions of
Valentine'sDay that they for-
get a lot of things.
To those of you who are
moping about being alone
this Valentine's Day and you
are thinking that there is no
love: it is everywhere in your
life, not just in the people
you know but in the things
that you enjoy. If you are
open- minded love can tran-
scend many aspects of your
life. Just like how I love writ-
ing this editorial right now.
For the not-so-lonely people,
for our romantic lovers,
remember when it comes to
that special someone you
should cherish them every-
day of the year... not just on
my birthday.
Most important of all, and
for everyone: no matter
what, love yourself for your
accomplishments and for the
difference that you have
made in the world. No matter
how large or small it is.
Some piece of wisdom some-
where dictated that unless
we truly love ourselves we
are unable to truly love oth-
ers.
parks) that isn't exposed to
toxic poisons. Why not for
your next promotional cam-
paign infect the water supply
with microbes that repeat the
names Welker and Conway
when they live in our bodies
as parasites?
Taylor Landry
Letters to The Cord
Continued from page 6
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Free, confidential health
advice from people
who are actually qualified
to give it.
Betrayal in Wilfrid Laurier's name
Psychology professor Don Morgenson discusses the
results of his informal survey, and suggests that students
at Laurier are not being intellectually challenged
Dr. Don
Morgenson
Opinion-
Editorial
Last September I received a
visit from an undergraduate
student from another univer-
sity. Susan (not her real
name) told me she was hop-
ing to transfer to a different
psychology department and
wanted to know whether this
was a realistic option. While
such options are common
and students everywhere
entertain them, as she went
on I was taken aback by what
she had to say.
Her reason for changing'
institutions: "I just don't fit
in with the other students."
This did surprise me. She
sounded confident, compe-
tent. and articulate... and my
sympathy for her predica-
ment began to wax.
Then" came the shocker:
"there was really no point in
going to the required semi-
nars at my other university
since nothing worthwhile
ever gets discussed or
resolved. You are also regard-
ed as somewhat odd if you
read books."
Since that conversation
with Susan I have had other
conversations with students
who confirm that they almost
never discuss books or ideas
with their classmates. They
are all genuinely disappoint-
ed that so little is demanded
of them and that they are so
infrequently challenged
intellectually. As far as they
are concerned, their learning
experience revolves around
the "handouts" and they feel
not only patronized but com-
...roughly 30% of
our students are
not being
intellectually
challenged, which
suggests a betrayal
by the University.
promised by a system that
regards them as little more
than elderly schoolchildren.
In terms of my informal
survey, approximately three
in ten university undergrad-
uates confess their courses
do not stretch them intellec-
tually. If such results repre-
sent an accurate picture,
roughly 30% of our students
are not being intellectually
challenged, which suggests a
betrayal by the University as
well as serious indictment of
the ethos of philistinism that
may prevail on some univer-
sity campuses.
Among the reasons given
for such a predicament:
bright and curious under-
graduates are frequently not
stretched because the system
of higher education rarely
provides them with an oppor-
tunity to explore ideas.
University education is
increasingly associated with
the gaining of a certificate or
qualifications, and there is
nothing unusual about that...
such has always been an
important feature of academ-
ic life.
But what has changed is
that supplying the B.A.
"sheepskin" has become
increasingly disassociated
from the objective of encour-
aging the pursuit of intellec-
tual interest in an academic
subject. Such a shortsighted
pragmatism has encouraged
a style of teaching and learn-
ing that is so focused on cre-
dentials that it is losing its
capacity to foster intellectual
development.
Such an approach clearly
influences the way students
understand what university
life is all about. Again,
according to my non-repre-
sentative and somewhat
small sample of students,
about one fifth of them say
Some students feel
not only patronized
but compromised
by a system that
regards them as
elderley school-
children.
they came to university "to
learn more about the differ-
ent subjects" in which they
were interested. Most of the
students said they have come
to university to get a degree
and/or improve their chances
of "getting a good or better
job".
So what is going to hap-
pen to Susan and those other
students who are intrinsical-
ly motivated, who really want
nothing more than to be
intellectually challenged and
grow in wisdom? I honestly
do not know, but my little
survey suggests that we now
have different kinds of" stu-
dents who have different
goals and are looking for dif-
ferent things from the same
institutions. Maybe the time
has come for some institu-
tional differentiation. Of
course we need"degree facto-
ries", but we also need insti-
tutions, the sole mission of
which may be to challenge
intellectually and stretch the
minds of our most dedicated
students.
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Unbeatable Travel CUTS fares in the heart of the
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www.travelcuts.com
Fares correct at time of printing. Similar great fares available to other destinations, J
Book early! Seat sale ends FEBRUARY 13th!
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Canadian students book over 400,000 trips annually with Travel CUTS
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Sports
Hawks clinch playoff berth
SHAWN PARKER
Staff Writer
If the Golden Hawks wanted
to make it an exciting- finish
to the regular season, they
took a step in the right direc-
tion with a pair of victories
over the weekend.
Three key losses in a row
saw the Hawks drop two
games below .500 the pres-
sure was on with only six
games remaining on the
schedule, the first two
against the woeful Lakehead
Thunderbirds who came into
the game a distant seventh in
the OUA West division.
The game began with
what you could reasonably
expect from a team who has
had its share of struggles
lately and another who has
struggled all season.
The Birds looked lost in
the early proceedings, miss-
ing defensive assignments
and giving- up a few uncon-
tested shots, but the Hawks
had their tribulations where
four early consecutive pos-
sessions led to four
turnovers. Laurier began
relying heavily on three
point shots, and backed by
the strong play of veteran
Chris Caruso took an early
eight point lead.
The first half was a for-
gettable one that saw both
teams struggle with their
offensive game and play very
well on defense, a combina-
tion that does not make for
an exciting basketball game.
At the midway buzzer
Laurier took a 35-25 lead into
the dressing- room behind the
seven points of Andrew
Mae.Kay. But Lakehead's
Chris Swensou, from Isanti,
Minnesota, led all scorers
with 11 points and continued
his fine play in the second.
This game was a tale of
night and day- the first half
was a slow, plodding
turnover-test where neither
team could generate any real
momentum. The second saw
some of the most exciting
OUA plays of the season, as
well as some of the best indi-
vidual efforts turned in by
the Hawk squad.
Wll 69 laleleal 81
Center Rob limes, a player
who is kept out of the offen-
sive schemes more times than
he should, showed why he is
one of the most dominant
inside presences in the OUA
by tearing apart the
Lakehead fronteourt. He even
converted a fast break oppor-
tunity with a dunk in the
early stages that brought the
nearly packed Athletic
Complex to its feet.
MacKay continued to play
fantastic basketball, knock-
ing* down three after three
despite his usual penchant to
pass, and Allan Lovett con-
tributed another very strong-
effort like he has over the
past few games, cleaning up
the garbage under the offen-
sive glass and pulling down
four rebounds in a row for
the Hawks.
Will 74 Lakehead 66
It seemed as if the Hawks
were doing everything right-
dominating the low post,
hustling back on defense and
knocking down shots but the
Birds were still close in the
latter stages of the game.
Swenson knocked down
consecutive three pointers
and the game became tied up
at 48 to the shock of the
home side. The Birds' other
American pi ay ex*, Baltimore's
Kiraan Posey, helped the
undisciplined team claw back
into contention, but Laurier
eventually shut the door on
any real comeback attempt.
Wade Currie, quiet for
most of the game, came down
and hit back-to-back three
pointers followed by three
consecutive buckets from
Todd Cooney, who arguably
played his best game of the
season for the GoldenHawks.
With the game out of
reach, the Thunderbirds
decided to excite the crowd.
First, Lee Reckman took a lob
pass from his guard team-
mate and threw down one of
the most spectacular dunks
of the season, a two handed
slam that silenced the entire
crowd. And on the very next
possession, after a Bird
turnover, Coach Scott
Morrison proceeded to
embarrass himself by ripping
off his suit jacket and
launching it ten rows up into
the seats. It was at that point
when one could tell where the
Birds took their undisci-
plined and poor sportsman-
ship attitude from.
The final result: Hawks
74, Thunderbirds 66 and one
big black eye from Ontario's
most northern institution.
Combined with the back to
back wins over Lakehead
Friday and Saturday the
Hawks secured a playoff spot
in the West division, and with
four games remaining', three
against teams they trail in
the standings, they look
poised to make a very strong-
run at the QUA
Championship.
www.laurierathletics.com
The Hawks look to pounce on a rebound during game action. The
Hawks pounced on Lakehead in both games in OUA action.
Lady Hawks look strong
heading into playoffs
One game is a blowout and the
other's a close affair, but both are
wins for Women's Basketball
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
It was a tough weekend for
the Lakehead Thunderwoives
women's basketball team. The
squad made the long trip
from Thunder Bay to Laurier
only to be beaten on consecu-
tive evenings by the home-
town Golden Hawks. On
Friday the game was a
blowout; on Saturday the
game was somewhat closer.
But the result of both was the
same.
WLU7B Lakehead 42
The first half of Friday's
game featured one of the
worst performances seen in
the OXJA this season.
Lakehead resembled a gaggle
of drunken high school kids
as they shot an awful 18%
from the floor. At the half the
Hawks held a 38 to 20 lead
over the completely out-
classed Thunderwoives. The
second half was more of the
same as the Golden Hawks
had their way with their
opponents,
Laurier played even better
as the game went on, run-
ning- up the score against the
overmatched Lakehead
squad. Only the final buzzer
prevented this game from
becoming a massive blowout
as opposed to a normal
blowout. The final score was
as one-sided the Hawks
squeaked out a 78 - 42 victo-
ry.
On Saturday the
Thunderwoives finally
showed up for real and gave
the Hawks all they could
handle.
The game was far more
evenly matched than the
massacre that was Friday
night. Both teams struggled
early oh to find their groove
and the medium-sized crowd
was treated to a back and
forth first half. Neither team
made any major mistakes
during' the first half and
seemed content to trade bas-
ket for basket. For a while it
appeared that Laurier would
hold a slight lead when the
half ended, But a last second,
buzzer-beating- shot by
Lakeheadtied the score at 30.
The Golden Hawks were
finally able to open up the
score during- the second half.
Meag-han McGrath sank an
early three pointer which
seemed to wake up the ladies
from Laurier and gave the
Hawks a lead which they
could expand on. Soon the
team was able to increase
their small lead as Sarah
Zag'orski got on a hot streak
and almost single handedly
put the game out of reach.
A late comeback attempt
by the Thuuderwolves was
stopped cold by the Hawks
and the Laurier squad was
able to cruise to a7l -82 win,
giving* them an 11 - 7 record
on the
year. The star of' the
game was Zagorski, who fin-
ished with a game high 20
points as well as 5 assists in a
winning effort.
Ml 71 laleleal 62
The pair of wins moved
Laurier into a tie for second
place in the highly competi-
tive OUA West division. The
next for the Hawks is a home
date with the McMaster
Marauders on Wednesday,
February 11 in the Athletic
Complex
www.laurierathletics.com
Laurier and Lakehead players battle for a loose ball. Laurier won the
battle and the war sweeping Lakehead this weekend at the AC.
Hey now, you're
an all star....
Colin
Duffett
Colin's
Corner
Every year. I look forward to
watching the NHL All-Star
game. In reality, it is the one
all-star game that I make an
effort to watch every year. I
love the fast-paced, highlight
reel goals, the crisp offensive
play and the fun that the
whole experience brings.
I was excited on Sunday
for the all-star game to begin.
I was positive that Bob Cole
and senile Harry Neale would
call a good game and that
Ron McLean would tell a few
good, albeit corny jokes. Oh,
how terribly wrong I was.
Never before have I been
so insulted by a hockey
game. It wasn't as if the all-
star game was a bad game, it
was entertaining even if it
wasn't high scoring. I was
angry because the CBC
copped out and used the ABC
feed.
What is the big deal you
say? Well, let's put this into
perspective. CBC is the epito-
me of Canadian television. It
rarely, if ever, shows non-
Canadian programming in
its primetime weeknight
slots, so then why must it
show the American feed of
the all-star hockey game, a
game that is arguably
Canada's national past-time?
Simply put, CBC missed
the boat on this one. They
screwed it up. They fell under
the pressure of the man who
is single-handedly ruining
NHL hockey, Gary Bettman.
For Gary Bettman's NHL, the
NHL that caters to the
ambivalent American public,
ABC's money was just too
much to pass up. Sunday
could have very well been the
first day of the NHL's very
long and excruciating death.
Below are five tilings that
I absolutely deplored about
the ABC telecast.
1) The bloody XFL cam-
era. You know the one that
I'm talking about. It is the
one that floats above the ice
and follows the puck around
on wires. Half of the time
that the camera was used you
could not even see the puck.
It's the most confusing thing
ever found in a hockey game.
2) John Saunders. This
man should not be the host of
a hockey game. Imagine my
disgust at seeing this man as
the host of the NHL All-Star
game. I'd rather see Jim
Nantz hosting the show. The
fact is, Saunders knows noth-
ing about hockey, even less
than that crook he had sit-
ting next to him.
3) Barry Melrose. This
man should be hi jail. I won-
der what mafia boss called in
a favour to ABC to get this
assclown on the air again.
The man was horrible as a
coach and made for an even
worse co-host. Don Cherry on
seven day delay is still ten
times better than Barry
Melrose live. Come to think
about it, judging by what he
said, I don't think he was
even paying attention.
4) I really didn't need to
see Shania Twain, Dennis
Leary and James Belushi
explaining the rules of hock-
ey to me. God, I've been play-
ing and watching hockey for
as long as I can remember.
Furthermore, I can't believe
that Shania Twain sold her-
self to ABC for that bullshit
promo. Wait, yes I can. She
can only live off Mutt Lange's
good name for so long.
5) It wasn't CBC. I want
Bob Cole damnit. I want
Harry Neale forgetting play-
er's names and calling every
team the Toronto Maple
Leafs. It's just not the same
otherwise. I need to see Don
Cherry rag on the refs for
missed calls and call
Alfredsson a pansy. It's just
not hockey otherwise... just a
cheap imitation.
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Volleyball ends on high note
Women fight hard, but come up short
to Western, while the men win their
first game of the 2003/04 season.
RICH KAWAMOTO
Staff Writer
It was a bit of a role reversal
on Saturday afternoon in the
Laurier gym as fans saw
something" that hadn't hap-
pened once throughout the
entire volleyball season. The
Laurier men's volleyball team
notched one in the win col-
umn against the Western
Mustangs. It was their final
match of the 2003-2004 cam-
paign. However. things
weren't so lucky for the
women.
The women's match was a
crucial one for the Hawks.
With a three-way tie for first
(Laurier, Western and
Guelph), the lady Hawks
needed to win their last two
games to earn a top spot in
the OUA West. Such was not
the case as they dropped a
heart breaking' 3 sets to 2
match to the 'Stangs. The two
teams traded blows in the
first four sets but when push
came to shove. Western's
offense was too much to han-
die. The loss leaves the
Hawks in a potential third
place finish and will likely
result in a first round quar-
ter-final match-up in either
Western or Guelph on
February 21.
laurier 3 Western 2
The afternoon was a bit-
tersweet match in every
sense of the word. The men
said goodbye to left side hit-
ter Luka Senk who has been
the heart and soul for the
Golden Hawk men's program
over his four-year career at
Laurier. In a ceremonial trib-
ute, Head Coach Shayne
White presented Senk with
his framed #3 jersey to signi-
fy his dedication and commit-
ment to men's volleyball
throughout his career. The
fourth year Kinesiology and
Phys. Ed student has been an
Academic All-Canadian in
every season and demon-
strated all the necessary
attributes to make him the
unquestionable leader of this
year's team.
Volleyball is a game where
teams excel on emotion and
the Hawks played off the
emotion of Senk's farewell
match by coming- out with
aggression against their
Western counterparts. After
losing game one, Senk and
his troops came out on fire in
the second.
Leading the way was
right side hitter Jamie
Bondarenko and middle hit-
ter Peter Wigger who came
up with timely kills through-
out not only game two. but
the entire match. Starting
libero, Cam Smellie, consis-
tently passed up perfect balls
that gave the offense a
chance to keep the Western
defense on their heels.
Finally, after trading games
three and four, the men
cruised to a 15-8 game five
win to eliminate all chances
of a winless 2003-2004 sea-
son. In fitting' fashion, Senk
walked off the court as a win-
ner.
laurier 2 Western 3
The win by the Hawks
ended an exhausting 1-17
regular season filled with
ups and many downs.
Although the record speaks
for itself, the latter part of
the season saw many posi-
tives come out of it. The
young batch of Golden
Hawks showed many promis-
ing moments which will
surely bode well for the sea-
sons to come. Out of the 12
players on Coach White's ros-
ter, there are 10 who are eli-
gible to return. Names such
as Jamie Bondarenko, Peter
Wigger, Brent Harris and
Cam Smellie will become
players to watch out for as
they are ail young phenoms
who are waiting to make
their mark in the OUA.
So as a Laurier volleyball
superstar bids farewell to the
court, he can be assured that
his team is being left hi great
hands. Hamilton will play
hosts to the men's 2006
national championships. And
as Coach White has said on
numerous occasions, "That's
where we want to be."
www.laurierathletics.com
Hawks center Peter Wigger goes up for a big spike. The Hawks won
their first game of the season, breaking a 17 game losing streak.
www.laurierathletics.com
A Lady Hawk soars high in the ari to spike the ball past defending
Mustangs. The Lady Hawks are battling for top spot in the OUA West
Homosexulity and sports
Shawn
Parker
Parkers
One of the best pitching*
prospects to come out of the
Japanese minor league sys-
tem in the last two years was
never even drafted by a major
league club in his homeland.
The reason? His appearance
while a college student three
years ago in a gay porn
video
where he was shown engag-
ing- in a homosexual act.
Kazuhito Tadan o was
rated as one of the best
young' talents in Japan in
2002, and was thought to be
a sure-fire first round draft
selection. But just a month
before the draft a Japanese
paper printed photos taken
from the video and ran them
on the front page.
Homosexuality is
an issue often vig-
orously avoided in
professional sports
and today there
are no openly gay
athletes.
Tadano. today 23 and now
a member of the Cleveland
Indians minor league affili-
ate, released a statement
regarding the scandal. "I'm
not gay. I'd like to clear that
fact
up right now," Tadano
said, through the help of an
interpreter. "I was young,
playing baseball, and going
to college, and my teammates
and I needed money. All of us
have made mistakes in our
lives, [and] hopefully, you
learn from them and move
on."
Tadano is coming off of
shoulder surgery, but there
is a strong- chance he will
make the Indians opening
day roster and secure a spot
in the bullpen.
Homosexuality is an issue
often vigorously avoided in
professional sports and
today there are no openly gay
athletes in the NHL. NFL.
NBA or MLB.
Some players, like All-Star
Mets' catcher Mike Piazza,
have even held press confer-
ences to assure the public of
their unrelenting* heterosex-
uality. In 2002 Piazza vehe-
mently responded to com-
ments made about his sexual
preference by a New York
City tabloid reporter.
Tadanos agent believes
that teams in America, not
only Japan, have been scared
off by the admission of his
client. Tadano tried out for
more than a few teams and
was not offered a contract by
any but the Indians, some-
thing agent Alan Nero finds
appalling.
His new Indians team-
mates have shrugged off the
issue however, and General
Manager Mark Shapiro
decided to sign the pitcher
even though there could be
repercussions in the baseball
community.
C.C. Sabathia, a pitcher
for the Indians and someone
who will share the bullpen
with Tadano should he make
the club said "This is the
right team and the right
organization for him. We
have good guys here.
Everybody has done some-
thing that they regret in
then" lives."
If the allegations made are
true, then the most regret-
table thing* about this entire
issue is that two entire
organizations, two profes-
sional baseball leagues,
would shun a fantastic pitch-
ing prospect based on mis-
placed homophobic stereo-
types and a three-year-old
mistake.
Or just wait until mid-
April when the Indian's head
to Yankee Stadium, home to
the worst hecklers this side
of the green monster.
You can see the signs,
hear the chuckles and almost
see the fans frothing at the
mouth ready to take a bite
out of Tadano for something-
he has already called regret-
table. Isn't it a shame that a
player's career, before he has
even thrown his first major
league pitch, is going to be
characterized by something
that is nobody's business but
his own?
Contributed Photo
Tadano throws a 90mph fastball
and appears in gay porn
videos.
Figure Skating
KIM EDWARDS
Cord Sports
The weekend of January 24,
the varsity figure skating*
team faired well at the
University of Toronto
Invitational Competition.
This is the second competi-
tion for the Hawks this sea-
son on their way to QUA
Finals.
The team was led by co-
captain Meghan Sidler with
her second victory of the
year in the Senior Silver Solo
Dance event. In the short
program freeskate Meghan
Tallevi soared to an astonish-
ing second place finish. Also
placing second in a freeskate
event was Karl. Herbert in
the men's open exhibition.
In
the Bronze Rhythm fours
event, April Detzler,
Kimberly Edwards, Laura
Mitchell and Brittany Wright
danced their way to second
place.
In the two similar dance
events the Lady Hawks both
had a strong third place fin-
ish. Lindsey Maddick and
Sidler skated the Junior
event. while Marissa
Mellmoyl and April Shaw
skated the Senior event.
Lindsay Moloney, Natalie
Palichuk, Edwards and
Mellmoyl came third in their
freeskate rendition of "Pulp
Fiction".
These podium finishes, as
well as great performances
in other events, led the
Golden Hawks to their high-
est point total ever resulting-
in an overall third place fin-
ish.
The Hawks are finishing
their season on February 14
and 15 at OUA finals in our
hometown Waterloo at RIM
park.
www.laurierathletics.com
The varsity figure skating team continued their strong season by by
capturing the bronze medal at The University Toronto invitational.
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International
South Asia
frees trade
Bangladesh left
out at last minute
TYLER WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
India recently announced the
creation of a new Asian free
trade zone, brushing aside
concerns from the neigh-
bouring country of
Bangladesh. The new free
trade zone will benefit more
than 2 billion people by the
year 2017 and will bridge the
existing Southeast Asian free
trade with South Asia.
This groundbreaking
agreement was signed on
February 8 in the Thai resort
town of Phuket. Foreign and
commerce ministers from the
countries of Thailand, India,
Myanmar and Sri Lanka took
part in this meeting. This
group, which was originally
called Bimstec. will now have
to change its name to include
the countries of Bhutan and
Nepal.
This new agreement is a
vital element of India's Look
East policy, which has
already led to new economic
agreements with the
Association of Southeast
Asian Nations and a separate
agreement with Thailand.
India, Nepal, Bhutan,
Myanmar, Thailand and Sri
Lanka signed this pact, how-
ever Bangladesh who had
earlier expressed interest in
signing the agreement,
stalled.
Despite the delay by
Bangladesh, the remaining
six nations are prepared to
continue with the agreement
without them. It is widely
believed that the reason for
Bangladesh's foot-dragging
is on account of their desire
to introduce a clause that
would compensate it for the
losses that it is likely to suf-
fer as a result of its lower
import duties oil manufac-
turing*.
Bangladesh's earlier
refusal to complete bilateral
trade agreements with India,
Sri Lanka and Pakistan also
contributed to the decision by
the other countries to move
ahead with their agreement.
The Bangladeshi Commerce
Minister Amir Khasru
Mahmud Chowdhury tried to
cancel his trip on Saturday
by saying he was ill, but he
later changed his mind. His
decision to attend did not
affect the outcome of the
negotiations.
All the decisions made at
the Phuket meeting will be
taken before each country's
respective heads of govern-
ment when they meet for
another summit in. Thailand
this July. The hope is that the
issues with Bangladesh will
be resolved by that time and
it will sign the agreement.
Under the original draft
of the agreement, the five
original countries will begin
cutting import taxes by mid-
-2005. India, Sri Lanka and
Thailand which are classified
as developing countries by
the agreement will eliminate
tariffs 011 each other's goods
and services by July 2012,
five years ahead of Bhutan,
Nepal, Myanmar and
Bangladesh, if it signs the
agreement. These countries
are classified as the least-
developed countries.
Aside from the free-trade
aspect of the agreement, the
countries' national govern-
ments have pledged to work
together to link road net-
works and to promote
tourism and business oppor-
tunities as well.
-IT TAKES ALL TYPES TO MAKE A WORLD-
Thar she blows!
BRENDAN JONES
StaffWriter
Thar she blows! No, I am not
describing a British mer-
chant galleon traipsing the
Spanish Main. I am talking
about a massive sperm whale
that exploded on the busy
streets of Tainan.
It's not everyday that a 60
tonne, 56 foot long whale
ends up festering on a beach
in Taiwan. So it is not exact-
ly surprising that the discov-
ery of the dead whale on
January 17 caused quite
some excitement on the
Asian island. After spending
some time studying the
whale, the largest ever
recorded in Taiwan, it was
decided that the corpse
should be moved for post-
mortem examination and
sooner or later to be used for
educational purposes.
After 13 hours, with the
help of three cranes and 50
workers, the whale was
loaded onto the tractor trail-
er that would bring it to the
Shi-Tsao Natural Preserve.
Then somewhere along the
way the internal gases in the
decomposing whale reached
pressure levels that the
empty shell of what was once
a great sea mammal could
not contain. So it went that
the residents of Tainan
received a quick biology les-
son.
If spraying blood and
organs all over the streets
was not enough of an educa-
tional exercise, professor
whale also had a psychology
lesson for everyone present.
Staying true to its name,
the sperm whale sparked
perhaps the largest docu-
mented case of penis envy in
history. More than 100
Tainan city residents (mostly
men) made the pilgrimage to
'experience' the size of its
penis; reportedly five feet
long.
Once the Darwinian sym-
phony of fire was over, resi-
dents and shop owners once
again had a reason to wear
their dusty "SARS masks".
"The smell is really
awful," complained one
Tainan resident. Taking to
the streets in droves to clean
up the blood and entrails
that littered the street, citi-
zens had to either cover their
face or wear surgical masks
to defend themselves against
the stench.
All was not lost for the
Taiwanese scientific commu-
nity, however. Despite the
explosion caused by decom-
position gases, enough of the
whale remained to allow for
an examination by marine
biologists.
President Bush could not
be reached for comment on
the whale's weapons of mass
flatulence.
Iran s-elections
Iranian Guardian Council bans 3,000
liberal candidates from February
elections; predicted to be a sham vote
KRIS COTE
Staff Writer
Iran's reformers have decided
to boycott Iran's upcoming
elections after they were
unable to resolve their differ-
ences with the Guardian
Council. The Guardian
Council has six members
chosen by the Supreme
Leader and six members
from the parliament and is
the conservative religious
force in the country. They
have the power to disallow
bills, and the current political
situation started when they
took nearly 3,000 reform
candidates off the ballot.
The reform leader and
President Mohammad
Khatami stated his disdain
for Guardian Councils
actions saying, "We have no
hope for the possibility of
free and fair elections. All
legal opportunities have been
killed."
The reformers have tried
several methods to reverse
the decision, including
hunger strikes and mass res-
ignation. One hundred and
twenty-four reform ministers
resigned out of protest. They
had hoped that their methods
would force the supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei to withdraw the
disqualifications of the
remaining 2,240 bannedcan-
dielates.
The more liberal reform-
ers contend that the actions
of the Guardian Council are
intended to increase the
power of the hard-line con-
servatives. The reformers
won a majority government
in 2000 marking the first
time a reform government
took control of the Iranian
parliament. Many of the gov-
ernment's reforms since 2000
have been met with resist-
ance. Reformist Mohammad
Kianoush-Rad hoped that the
resignations would "deter-
mine Iran's direction: rule of
absolute dictatorship or
democracy."
"We have no hope
for the possibility
of free and fair
elections. All legal
opportunities have
been killed."
-Mohammad Khatami,
Iranian President
The Guardian Council has
denied partisan motivations
within the banning, arguing
that the disqualified candi-
dates lacked the 'qualifica-
tions' to run for office.
Eighty of the disqualified
candidates were elected in
2000 and have led a vocal
attack against the Guardian
Council. An elected moderate
cleric and parliamentary
speaker Mahdi Karroubi tore
into the Council stating that
they were "trampling on the
rights of the people."
The election situation is
pivotal for Iran's develop-
ment. The Guardian Council
is in favour of a "religious
dictatorship," while the
reformers have begun to
bring Iran out of its isola-
tionist sphere. The battle
lines were clearly defined
just months earlier when the
question of UN nuclear
inspections arose. The
reformers eventually won the
debate and permitted inspec-
tions but not before much
posturing on the part of the
conservatives.
The Iranian President
Mohammad Reza Khatami
has taken a hard stance
against the Guardian Council
and the February 20 elec-
tions. His brother Reza
Khatami said "there is no
hope for a solution. We will
not participate in this sham
election. Even if all those dis-
qualified are reinstated
today, there will be no time
for competition. Elections on
February 20th are illegiti-
mate."
Last minute deals fell
through leaving the reform-
ers with little choice but to
boycott the elections. The
conservative candidates have
vowed to continue the elec-
tions and the Guardian
Council still feels justified in
its actions.
Contributed Photo
These Iranians line up among razor wire coils while vying for water. Many hope that the reform-mind-
ed liberals will win the next elections and bring greater infrastructure to the country.
Fun With The Democratic Primaries
1 - Number of "tough hombres" in the race according- to Wesley Clark.
$40,000,000 - How much, money Howard Dean lias spent on advertising'.
0 - Number of primaries Howard Dean won, despite spending all that money.
10 - How old A! Sharp ton was when he became an ordained minister.
1 - Number of times A 1 Sharp ton has been stabbed.
1 - Numberof times Dennis Kucinich has tried to use pie charts to illustrate points on a radio
program.
10 - Number of months Howard Dean spent skiing 1 to avoid being drafted for the war in
Vietnam.
12 - The numberol years the Soviet Union had no longer existed whenHoward Dean said they
were supporting Iran's nuclear ambitions.
0 - Number of wardrobe malfunctions. Compiled by Brendan Jones
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Nothing... equally...
Richard
Togman
Unveiled
The term "cheese eating sur-
render monkeys" is seeming-
ly accurate these days in
describing the French. In a
desperate attempt at con-
formity and conservatism,
the French are surrendering
their freedoms of speech,
worship and religion in a
vain attempt to stem the tide
of the political Islam in
France.
What I am referring to is
the new bill being debated in
the French parliament
(which is expected to easily
pass into law next week) that
wouldban the wearing of the
Hijab (Muslim headscarf),
Jewish skullcaps and large
crosses from public schools
and many government
offices. The ban is specifical-
ly targeting French Muslims;
however, in the spirit of
"equality" the government
has decided to ban all reli-
gious symbols.
The reasoning given in
defense of the ban is that it
will aid in the preservation of
the French tradition of secu-
larism. The ban comes as a
response to the ever increas-
ing number of Muslims in
France (now over five mil-
lion) and the overall failure
of their integration into
French society.
The French hope that the
banning of the Hijab will
help stem the tide of political
Islam and its influence on
French society. Prime
Minister Jean-Pierre
Raffarin was quoted as say-
ing, "Muslim headscarves in
state schools have become a
political challenge to France's
fundamental values of open-
ness and tolerance and so
must be banned from state
classrooms".
"Muslim head
scarves in schools
have become a
challenge to
France's
fundamental values
of openness and
tolernace
- Jean-Pierre Raffarin,
French Prime Minister
The blatant irony and
hypocrisy of the Prime
Minister's statementseems to
have eluded the French pub-
lic but has not eluded the rest
of the world. It. seems that
one can be open and tolerant
only as long as one conforms
to the majority. If this bill is
passed into law it will mark
the end of the fundamental
democratic freedoms' of reli-
gion and worship which
French, and Western, society
is based upon.
However well intentioned
the motivations behind this
new law are, the ban is
doomed to fail in its ultimate
g'oals. The ban will not only
anger and alienate French
Muslims, as opposed to inte-
grate them into the French
system, but will spawn the
further separation and radi-
cal ization of the Islamic pop-
ulation as many will refuse
to attend state schools and
instead enroll in private
Muslim schools.
As well, it will give fur-
ther credibility to many fun-
damentalists' claims that a
greater clash of civilizations
is occurring- and that Islam is
under direct attack from the
West. Instead of enforcing
openness and tolerance as
the French claim, it will
instead promote hatred and
resentment.
The growing' trend of
right-wing' radicalism in
France is extremely alarm-
ing. From the second place
finish of the extreme-right
Presidential candidate Jean-
Marie Le Pen to the expan-
sion of anti-immigrant and
anti-minority legislation,
France seems to be slipping
into the hands of a national-
ist, right wing movement.
The calls for "Liberte,
Egalite. Fraternite" of the
French revolution seem a dis-
tant echo of past idealism
when compared against the
stark, brutal nature of
today's France.
The 'corporate citizen'
exhibits psychotic trends
Kris
Cote
Coast to
Cote
Corporations have the same
legal rights that people do,
awarded to them under the
14th amendment (meant to
protect black rights), yet
there is a common perception
that they do not have to be
socially accountable for their
actions. The directors of the
documentary film The
Corporation and an FBI psy-
chologist classify the behav-
iour of corporations as that
of a psychopath.
The symptoms of a psy-
chopath include the incapaci-
ty to experience guilt, deceit-
fulness and the callous
unconcern for the feelings of
others. For example, the
directors shed new light on
the role of IBM in the
Holocaust. IBM executives
admit on camera that the
company had sold machines
that processed forms, forms
that were used to document
the names and sentence of
those being forced into con-
centration camps.
While selling machines is
not a crime, the company had
to
program each machine
individually and calibrate it
once a month (which meant
its employees were at places
like Auschwitz). Even worse,
the forms that IBM created
listed the prisoner's race or
sexual preference, and then
listed what their sentence
would be (imprisonment,
labour or death). The compa-
ny knew that the Germans
were exterminating' people,
yet it still feels no remorse
for its participation in the
genocide.
When two Fox investiga-
tive reporters conducted an
investigation on the negative
effects of rBGH, a hormone
given to cows to increase pro-
duction, the station refused
to air it. Monsanto, who pro-
duces rBGH, threatened to
sue the station. They did not
want the public to know that
their product contaminated
milk, that it caused cancer in
lab mice and that it increased
human resistance to antibi-
otics.
The power of the corpora-
tion prevented people from
knowing' something that
affected their daily lives. It
also unearthed another dis-
turbing problem: Monsanto
was in bed with the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
The FDA's tests concluded
that rBGH was dangerous for
both humans and cows yet
approved it anyway. It helped
that the FDA hired several
Monsanto employees to over-
see the process and subse-
quent approval. These
employees then promptly
quit the FDA and returned to
Monsanto once rBGH was
approved.
Canadian activist and
author Naomi Klein illus-
trates that to a corporation,
people are merely seen as a
source of labour and the cor-
poration has no responsibili-
ty to pay them any more
than
the market demands. When
people will work for 20 cents
an hour that is all the corpo-
ration will pay them.
Many proponents of this
system will point out that at
least they are now making 20
cents an hour whereas before
t.hey made nothing. But does
a bad situation make it justi-
fiable to exploit a group of
people? Do we, and since a
corporation is legally defined
as a. person it is included,
have a responsibility to avoid
exploiting people?
Most people will one day
work for a corporation. Does
this make them psychopath-
ic? Professor and political
commentator Noam
Chomsky notes that there
were nice, decent slavehold-
ers in American slave society.
They might have been good
people, but they also benefit-
ed from the slave holding
system. Does that make them
evil? Does that make us evil?
Corporations want to have
their cake and eat it too. They
want the same rights as peo-
ple, yet they don't want the
responsibilities that go with
these rights. Many corpora-
tions have grown more pow-
erful than governments and
they compose the 'new world
order'. But they still rely on
people for their survival. We
have the power to reform
them.
Windows tothe World
South Korean farmers have taken to the streets of Seoul to
express outrage over their government's movement on a
bilateral trade deal with Chile. The farmers contend that the
trade agreement will depress the price of local foodstuffs as
cheaper Chilean products flood into the market. The agree-
ment stipulates that rice and meat, two highly politicized
agriculture sectors, are not to be traded freely between the
two nations. Nonetheless, 15,000 protesters have clashed
with police who have brought out the water cannons to quell
the crowds. Aside from the trade deal, many South Koreans
have been up in arms over the National Assembly's
decision
to send 3000 soldiers to Iraq to assist in the reconstruction
efforts.
Russian President Vladmir Putin lias pinned blame for a
Moscow blast on Chechen rebels. The bomb took out a busy
subway car between the Avtozavodskaya and Paveletskaya
stations. It was originally estimated that 30 people were
killed in the blast but Moscow's mayor, Yury Luzhkov, says
that 50 is a more likely number. Putin stated that he felt the
blasts were an attempt by the Chechens to hurt his re-elec- _
tion campaign which is in high gear as the March 14 presi- ;
dentials approach. There wer some questions raised over the
police forces' protection measures after it was learned that a
man entered the Russian embassy in Tibilisi, Georgia one
day prior and warned of a "huge" bomb attack.
Compiled by Brijn Boyce
"So Fiat Mark, are you enjoying your tea?
...Oh yes Paul! Your tea is sooo good You're
the test Prime Minister ever! Not like that
other guy...
He couldn't even talk right!
Why just theother day I was talking to
Georgie arid he told me he loves your
.. .softwood... thebest!"
"Oh Flat Mark, you are
too kind!"
Contributed Photo
Contributed Photo
Sarah Craves
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IDENTITY
The Cord presents anelection look at Identity'
and its many manifestations (or lack thereof)
Canadiana
Dr. Kay
Li
The creation of 'Canada' #o the giobaf context
Global
Studies
Engagements in internation-
al relations play a crucial role
in shaping' national identity.
Professor Janice Stein,
Professor of Conflict
Management at the
University of Toronto, high-
lights several factors from a
Department of Foreign
Affairs and International
Trade (DEFAIT) Canada
World View Roundtable as
central to the development of
'Canada' in a global context.
Among the most relevant
is how Canada's participation
in the two World Wars per-
mitted them significant
opportunities in shaping
postwar order and stability.
Through extraordinary
diplomacy and foreign policy
creation by Canadians like
Lester B. Pearson and
Norman Robertson, Canada
was able to assert itself glob-
ally in institutions like NATO
and the UN.
These international
engagements occurred dur-
ing a crucial formative phase
in the shaping of Canadian
identity and, according to
Professor Melba Cuddy-
Keane of the University of
Toronto, the context of World
Wars and the subsequent
peace efforts
in which
Canada was involved may
well have helped to produce
the tendencies toward plural-
ism and non-aggression that
characterize our society.
Professor Cuddy-Keane
noted that, "As a relative late-
comer to the construction of
national identity, Canada
identity has by default been
constructed in a global envi-
ronment and Canada is well
positioned to use that histori-
cal advantage to support and
strengthen the formation of a
global community."
The construction of
national identity goes hand
in hand with the construc-
tion of cultural identity. In
the 21st century, both are
being constructed in a global
context. Professor Stein
thinks that both political
partnerships and cultural
partnerships have to be
formed: political partner-
ships to maintainsecurity as
a public good and ensure an
orderly and well-functioning
global environment, and cul-
tural partnerships to
strengthen and define
Canadian culture and enrich
the global community.
Strong global cultural
partnerships are formed by
Canadian artists abroad. In
winter 2003, DEFAIT's
Canada World View printed a
special issue on how Canada's
artists and performers are
winning acclaim, making a
name for themselves and
their country in cities all over
the world.
In the issue's "Overview".
Curtis Barlow, Director of the
Arts and Cultural Industries
Promotion Division at
DEFAIT, explained the close
relation between the con-
struction of the Canadiancul-
tural identity and Canada's
place in the world. "Our
artists tell the world who we
are by sharing our perspec-
tives, values and tremendous
creativity with the world, and
that influences the way peo-
ple abroad see Canada when
it comes time to invest, immi-
grate, import goods, travel or
pursue post-secondary edu-
cation."
According to Barlow, writ-
ers Margaret Atwood and
Rohinton Mistry, theatre
director Robert Lepage, film-
maker Atom Egoyan. instal-
lation artist Janet Cardiff,
the Canadian Opera
Company and a host of other
artists in music, theatre,
dance, film, literature and
visual arts help Canada,
emerge on the world scene.
But one does not have to
be a political or cultural star
to contribute to the construc-
tion of Canada's identity. In
"Culture is Ordinary",
Raymond Williams shows
that culture is a whole way of
life in the everyday, the result
of a person's whole commit-
ted personal and social expe-
rience. Personal identity
inevitably intersects with cul-
tural identity and national
identity, as each person turns
common meanings produced
by a whole people into indi-
vidual meanings for his or
her life.
Identity emerges from the
interaction of social forces
and individual practices, so
that you are most Canadian
when you are most global
and most global when you
are most yourself.
Vanity's mirror
Bryn
Boyce
international
Editor
I'm. not a punk, I don't wear
studded necklaces. I'm not a
thug ox' prep. And I'm not
much for the jock scene, the
goth niche or the
Abercrombie & Fitch clique.
Does that mean I'll never find
a girlfriend?
I'm not a Canadian, I don't
argue about alcohol content
in beer. I'm not Dutch or
British. And I'm not much
for flag waving, anthem
singing or the Joe Canadian
commercials. Does that mean
I can't watch hockey?
My life isn't about my
style of clothing or the music
I listen to. It's not about the
country I was born in to or
the culture I grew up in.
Does that mean I don't
belong?
I meet enough self-pro-
claimed punks (as if it could
be any other way) out there
that think their entire world
is being undermined by mar-
keting and 'rampant con-
sumerism.'
"You sold out man. You
used to be hardcore... now
you're a dirty swine-like con-
formist."
For a group traditionally
known for its acceptance of
diversity, punks snap at the
opportunity to exclude peo-
ple who don't fit their style.
The unrelenting vanity and
hypocrisy of all these genres
and categories is absolutely
sickening.
Give this whole mundane
thread of 'hardcore-or-not'
testing a rest. If your life is
the sum of your clothing
style or music tastes, be they
mass-marketed or knee-jerk
subversive, you need to take
a new look at how you define
yourself.
If all you want to do is
think "rebellion" whilst rock-
ing out to NOFX, how are
you "being true to yourself'?
You're just another in a long
line of people to afraid to
leave the comfort of familiar-
ity.
Disclaimer: On the off-
chance that you embody the
essence of 'punk', please
accept my humble apologies.
Congratulations, you have
found yourself.
I meet enough quiet patri-
ots out there who think that
everything "Canadian" in
this world is being under-
mined by the Americans and
their NFL Super Bowls.
"Canada's dying, we're
turning into the 51st state.
But at least we burnt down
the White House in 1814!"
For a country known for
multiculturalism and diversi-
ty of opinion, Canadians are
notoriously eager to exclude
people who don't fit the mix.
And our self-flattery vis-a-vis
Peacekeeping or humanitari-
an aid is appalling: give them
just enough help so we can
still look like the good guys.
Give this ridiculous line of
thought a rest. The Canadian
'identity' is just as construct-
ed as any other. In fact, since
so many people ardently
defend their respective
group's intangible culture,
you get factions like the
National Rifle Association or
the Islamic al-Aqsa Martyrs
Brigade, who are willing to
kill for their 'identities'.
Even in our secular socie-
ty people find ways to define
themselves from without. It's
never a personal identity that
seems to appeal to them since
too few are critical of what is
most deserving. Who ques-
tions why they refuse to lis-
ten to Top 40? By the same
token, who questions why
they stand in silence for the
national anthem?
Identity searching is
tricky business but just
remember that they call it a
'vanity mirror' for a reason.
Identify my orifice
TUDORCOSTACHE?
Nihilist
The people who tell me they
have an identity are either
lying or crazy. I want to sit
them down and make them
watch Fight Club, prying
their ears open when TPyler
Burden says, "You are not
special. You are not a beauti-
ful or unique snowflake.
You're the same decaying
organic matter as everything
: else."
Of course, you don't have
: to watch Fight club to realize
j that "identity" is a mislead-
j ing myth. The people who
j talk about their "identity"
! make it sound as though
! they have some extraordi-
| nary centre of goodness that
| can be uncovered if you only
| dig deeply enough .
But even though I've dug
deeply in various orifices,
I've yet to find some domi-
nant characteristic that
remains unchanged over
time. And I've completely
given up on finding some
centre of goodness. All ori-
fices are dirty, if you look
deeply enough.
For myself, the longer I
look in the mirror, the more I
realize that I lack an identity.
I change my image more
often than I change my
underwear, and the self is
nothing more than a flicker-
ing banality. There's nothing
that "identifies" me, at least,
nothing that's permanent
enough that's worth dis-
cussing.
I am a malleable con-
struct, just like everyone
else!
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the engendered identity
"We are born naked, and the rest is drag"
-Rupaul
Dr. Margaret
Toye
Nicole
Wilker
Women's
Studies
A dominant narrative in
mainstream media seems to
allow for creative and pleas-
urable constructions of iden-
tity but limits this playful-
ness to the teen years.
Identity is then supposed to
become fixed—you have to
"find yourself. I always won-
der if they assume a person
HAS an identity but for what-
ever reason it becomes LOST
—down behind the sofa per-
haps—but with some effort
they FIND it again, only to be
dusted off, I suppose; or is
there nothing there but at
some point you FIND an
identity in the way you FIND
the perfect dress (although
everyone knows you
never
just find ONE perfect
dress...)
In contrast, Judith Butler
argues that gender is not a
fixed identity but rather "a
set of repeated acts within a
highly rigid regulatory
frame that, congeal over time
to produce the appearance of
substance, of a natural sort
of being."
Gender identity, then, is
merely the effect of a repeti-
tion of acts over time; we
repeat gender performances
and through this repetition,
these performances take on
the semblance of something
"real". Our gender is there-
fore not something that we
HAVE but something that we
DO. The implication is, of
course, that there may be sit-
uations where we can per-
form something ELSE next
time, or the next.
I am a professor of
Women's Studies and I have
been asked to write a piece on
identity and gender. And yes,
it is no mistake that I fore-
ground my use of the pro-
noun "I"—this shifty part of
speech that allows me to
claim, at least here, an identi-
ty for a time. Although it
seems that you too could take
it up and use it for your own
purposes (although would
this change things for
mine?).
And yes,
it is no mistake I
am foregrounding this
process given the fact that
gender identity has histori-
cally determined who has
been allowed to occupy the
position of "I." (Virginia
Wool! had some interesting-
things to say on this subject.)
The question of identity—
especially of gender identi-
ty —js a central topic in
Women's Studies courses. 1
often begin with a critique of
popular notions of what a
"woman" is, i.e. that women's
identity is a biological given,
and announce that by the
time we finish the course, no
one will have an idea what a
"woman" is anymore.
However, it's one thing to
take apart the philosophical
definitions of "woman" and
quite another to ignore the
ways in which the category
•woman" is used in everyday
practices to oppress subjects
identified as women—in eco-
nomic, political, sexual and
sometimes violent ways. We
therefore must simultaneous-
ly a) question all categories
that we use to construct
"identity'"; b) work for social
justice for those who are
oppressed because they iden-
tify with or are identified as
belonging to an oppressed
group: and c) make spaces
for the creative and pleasura-
ble construction and decon-
struction of new identities,
with the recognition that
identities are constantly in
the process of being made
and remade, and hope and
pray that we
can have more
active roles in their creation.
Define
This!
Identity isn't something we
can choose freely. We believe
that we have freedom of
choice, but in actuality our
Western definition of
'woman' is a product of
social forces. On the issue
regarding women's identity
at the international level, it
spans across a far broader
spectrum of differing
'female' qualities.
Despite the North
American view that women
are 'free', they too are still
subject to unseen restric-
tions and social precepts.
Sort of like Michel
Foucault's idea of the
Panopticon (a prison based
around the idea that if the
prisoner believes that they
are always watched, they
will self-regulate their own
behaviour). Women are
becoming the prisoners
within themselves.
Women regulate their
actions and behaviours on
their own accord. There are
both internal and external
pressures to reach that 'per-
fect body' status; that adoles-
cent body weight and
physique which many
women cannot achieve phys-
ically. Of course, the finger
is automatically pointed at
the media but the blame
should not wholly fall on the
media. With all the images of
sickly thin super models and
endless articles on "How to
tone so-an-so part of your
body" or "The New 'Miracle'
Diet", it is no wonder the
blame is put on the media. At
the same time we blame the
media, we have to also ask
ourselves "is the media
reflecting our identity or are
we reflecting' the identity
that the media sets up for us
to accept?"
Looking at Afghani
women, we can't help but
feel that they lack an identi-
ty. By our North American
standard, women who are
forced to do something
against their will or have lit-
tle to say in the matter, are
being manipulated and
oppressed.
As we saw many of them
were forced to wear a
Bur
qua
which covers any
evidence of their identity.
These women don't have the
freedom to choose their iden-
tity and this seems to con-
trast sharply with the situa-
tion of most North American
'free women'.
On the other end of the
spectrum though, many
African tribes such as the
Samburu and Tuareg tribes,
women's identity are estab-
lished by their contribution
to the survival of their tribe.
This does not just include
preparing the food and car-
ing for children, but also
tending to the herds within
their settlements. For these
women, their identity is
based on their strength and
contribution to society.
Who am I to judge female
identities from around the
world when within our cul-
ture it is so hard for women
to have any genuine model
identity to live up to?
Identity for women is often
hard to establish because we
cannot choose our identity
outright - we too often
accept one that has been
given to or forced upon us.
Wfdnespay February 11,2004
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Democracy
Movements
Make voting fair for all Canadians
Fair Vote Canada is an organization of Canadians dedicated to implementing
electoral reform to ensure that every vote counts in Canada
MIKE MORRIS
Cord Features
One of the most interesting
issues to be brought to light
in the recent WLUSU elec-
tions is the idea of a bicamer-
al system of governance.
This would radically change
the way students are repre-
sented at Laurier.
Representative reform is
not only occurring at Laurier
but across Canada, Fair Vote
Canada (FVC) is an organiza-
tion of citizens, prominent
and otherwise, from across
the country who are seeking
to reevaluate the representa-
tive process at all levels in
Canadian Government.
Fair Vote was first con-
ceived in August of 2000 as a
campaign to inform
Canadian voters of new
choices in electoral systems.
This initiative is necessary to
ensure that all citizens are
given a voice. All too often in
Canadian politics are majori-
ty governments appointed
as. more or less, dictators
over the country, while a sig-
nificant portion of voters did
not vote for them at all. The
FVC initiative proposes new-
systems of governance such
that all constituents will
have representation.
To put this into the per-
spective of student elections,
a new system at Laurier
would provide students with
representation more attuned
to individual needs. A bicam-
eral WLUSU would divide the
business side of administra-
tion from actual student rep-
resentation among' the facul-
ties. Such a move would be
fitting with the goals of FYC,
The first nationwide con-
ference that Fair Vote
Canada held was March 30
31 of 2001, The conference,
held in the Parliament build-
ings, brought forth the four-
year strategy of the cam-
paign.
Fair Vote is more of an
educational campaign that is
designed to change the polit-
ical atmosphere such that
Canadian voters feel as
though they can make a dif-
ference. The overwhelming
apathy of most voters is the
enemy that FVC intends to
overcome.
The most crucial
element to FVC's
success is
capturing the minds
of regular
Canadians
The most crucial element
to FVCs success is capturing
the minds of regular
Canadians. To do this they
propose continuous public
opinion surveys and strong
media relations. Local chap-
ters of Fair Vote are strongly
encouraged to disseminate
confidence in an electoral
change by a grassroots
method.
Local groups in support
of FVC allow for the cam-
paign to conduct educational
and information sessions
concerning voter representa-
tion for the public.
Fortunately, the University
of Waterloo's Public Interest
Research Group (WPIRG)
and Laurier Student David
Alexander have arranged for
Larry Gordon (FVC
Executive Director) to speak
at Laurier on February 12th.
Direct contact with the
public is the aim of FVC.
Since the campaign is out to
change the government their
leadership by example is crit-
ical. Among the FVC formu-
lae are broad proportionality,
extended voter choice,
responsive government and a
strong link between elected
officials and constituents.
All are principles that will
enhance the voice of voters,
but first Canadian citizens
must be acclimatized to the
idea that their vote does
count. To accomplish this
feat, FVC is advocating sev-
eral electoral reforms to
make voting more fair for all
Canadians.
These reforms include
preferential balloting, a can-
didate ranking* system
wherein ballots are counted
in rounds. Each round the
lowest scoring candidate is
knocked off the ballot and
the ballots recounted with
those who chose the losing-
candidate being entered with
their second choice, and so
on until one candidate is left
with 50% plus one of the pop-
ular vote. Many democratic
countries employ this
method, as it ensures that no
candidate 'sneaks up the
middle', so to speak.
Another reform advocated
by FVC is Proportional
Representation (PR). PR
would see seats in the repre-
sentative body divided by
percentage of the popular
vote, that is, the percentage
of total votes cast. This would
ensure that each voter is
actually represented in par-
liament, as opposed to our
current system where an
NDP voter in a Conservative
riding" will never have his or
her voice heard.
The need for such change
is most clearly illuminated in
last October's provincial elec-
tion where the NDP gained
popular support but lost
seats due to a flawed elec-
toral system. Fair Vote is a
non-partisan group dedicat-
ed to making such change
happen in Canada, for the
betterment of' democracy.
Contributed Photo
Fair Vote Canada panel on democracy, featuring NDP Member of
Parliament Lome Nystrom (left).
'Changing the Body Politic': Women in Government
ALYSIA WYVILLE
Cord Features
Laurier has a student body
that has one man to every
three women; our current
Board of Directors is unre-
flective of this demographic.
Of the 15 seats, women hold
3. Equal Voice is an organi-
zation that attempts to com-
bat these discrepancies.
Equal Voice is a group of
women and men that actively
petitions the Canadian gov-
ernment for inclusion of
more women in elected posi-
tions. They started in 1984
with a single goal: to place
women in ' half the elected
seats in Parliament. By 1994,
women still remained under-
represented in the Canadian
government.
In Parliament now, we
have 21% representation that
leaves us ranked 36th in the
world, where, like so many
things, we were once a
leader. In the Quebec govern-
11 lent right now, women occu-
py 30% of the seats in the
assembly because Jean
Charest actively recruited
women to run for parlia-
ment, Perhaps we should be
looking- to Wales, which is
the first country to have
elected 50% women to their
government.
In a letter to Equal Voice,
Paul Martin promised 'a new
and more aggressive focus
on recruiting women to run
for parliament". So far lie lias
done nothing to work
towards that goal. Equal
Voice is here to make sure
that the promises made on
the campaign trail are actu-
alized.
In this past week's Board
of Directors election, 8
women were elected to the
Board for 2004-2005. A vast
improvement from last year,
but we haven't had a female
President in 11 years. Is it
not about time?
Contributed Photo
Its been 83 years since women received the vote in Canada; when will we have a female Prime Minister
that lasts longer than 4 months?
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Local Organization 'Promotes the Vote'
Local K-W citizens encourage immigrants, refugees, the poverty-stricken and the politically
alienated to exercise their right to political representation.
DAVID ALEXANDER
Staff Writer
"I would call it a crisis when
nearly 80 per cent of the peo-
ple don't care enough to help
decide the future of their
municipalities and their
neighbourhoods." says
Michael Parkinson, one of
the lead volunteers involved
with Promote the Vote, an
organization that works to
increase civic participation in
Waterloo .Region.
Parkinson and Gary
Sosnoski, Kitchener's city
clerk, have suggested a num-
ber of ways to increase voter
turnout in elections. For
example, more money could
be invested in vote-promotion
campaigns including TV and
newspaper advertisements in
different languages. Internet
voting is often seen as a way
to increase voter turnout.
For low-income
Canadians, however, it might
be more effective to make vot-
ing stations more accessible
to voters by moving them to
convenient locations such as
malls and community cen-
tres. They also suggest that
there should be more encour-
agement for neighbourhood
groups to organize all-candi-
date debates, and for local
media to increase daily cover-
age of election contests and
provide more information
about candidates earlier in
campaigns.
Parkinson also believes
that people should be encour-
aged to involve themselves in
public affairs between elec-
tions. Involvement in civic
committees and forums is
likely to lead to continued
municipal involvement, and
feeling as though politicians
are listening could be enough
to encourage further partici-
pation in elections.
Many of the
people we assist,
especially recent
refugees and immi-
grants, come from
undemocratic regions
-Gebre Berihun. Volunteer,
Promote the Vote
The efforts of Promote the
Vote focus specifically on
assisting new Canadian and
low-income voters, two
groups that face systematic
barriers to voting, and are
more likely to be affected by
the outcome of elections. New
Canadians in particular may
not know where to vote or
how to find the information
required to make an
informed choice. "Many of
the people [we assist], espe-
cially recent refugees and
immigrants, come from
undemocratic regions," said
Gebre Berihun. a volunteer
with PTV. Berihun does not
believe it is enough just to
ask people to vote, "They do
have the interest, they don't
have the information about
the process, about the candi-
dates."
This year. Promote the
Vote distributed around
10,000 'get out and vote'
brochures and postcards, and
knocked on the doors of
2.000 K-W homes. They tar-
geted neighbourhoods with a
high proportion of new
Canadians and low-income
voters. Their website offers
information about municipal,
provincial and federal elec-
tions and links to various
other election resources.
Armed with a volunteer
force of about 60 and assis-
tance from several social
service agencies, canvassers
who visited homes intro-
duced PTV and offered infor-
mation about voter registra-
tion. the location of polling
stations and answered any
other practical concerns
about voting. In addition,
canvassers distributed infor-
mation sheets on local issues
and candidates. "People fre-
quently respond by saying
that their vote doesn't mat-
ter," says Greg Newton,
another PTV volunteer.
"Across Canada, confidence
in political leaders has been
on a steady decline, mirror-
ing the decline in voter
turn-out. Our job includes
pointing out that each vote
does count, that a person or
family's quality of life is
directly tied to participation
in civic affairs. Politicians
know who votes and who
does not, and they cater their
activities accordingly."
Because each level of gov-
ernment significantly affects
the lives of low-income citi-
zens, voting is an important
way for these people to
ensure that their interests
are considered when govern-
ments make relevant deci-
sions. By voting, they reward
those politicians who work in
their interest, while punish-
ing those who threaten their
values. "It's part of the rea-
son we're involved," says
Michael Parkinson. "To
encourage marginalized
folks to get out and vote
because politicians need to
know that they care, too."
On the municipal level, it
is low-income citizens who
are most likely to benefit
from services like transit,
neighbourhood associations
and community health cen-
tres. On the provincial and
federal levels, low-income cit-
izens can protect themselves
from cuts to social assis-
tance, as well as maintain
public health, and education.
"Income inequality in
Canada is real — it kills peo-
ple prematurely and is
unhealthy throughout the
lifespan," says Parkinson.
"Yet because it is a policy
decision, very little action
has been taken, except when
it comes to federal and
provincial governments tak-
ing- more away from those
surviving on a low income.
There is a reason we still
have food banks and soup
kitchens in Canada — gov-
ernmentsand others have yet
to recognize basic needs like
food, housing and. an. ade-
quate income as a fundamen-
tal human right."
Parkinson hopes that
Promote the Vote can help
mobilize these voters and act
as an organizing- point for
other community action.
"Citizens will need to do a lot
of the work themselves, and
this includes exercising* one's
right to hire and fire politi-
cians. Low-income persons
are among the most affected
by bad government policy but
among- the least likely to get
involved — this has to
change if society, including
marginalized populations
contained therein, is to build
a better world for themselves
and their children."
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Representatives from Fair Vote Canada, Equal Voice and
Promote theVote will be available for questions at:
Evaluating Canadian Democracy: A discussion with democracy advocates
Thursday February 12 :
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THE ADELE SLATER AWARD FOR
WRITING ON
WORLD PEACE
Thanks to a generous bequest from the estate of Alyce
Adelaide (Adele) Slater, Wilfrid Laurier University has
inaugurated an annual student award, "The Adele Slater
Award for Writing on World Peace."
The purpose of the award is to encourage and recognize
serious and skillfully written student contributions that con-
tribute to research and reflection on world peace and its
promotion.
There are two $500 awards, one for an essay of 3000-
3500 words, and one for a shorter piece of prose or jour-
nalism (up to 1000 words), poetry, short story, etc. The
results of the comptition will be announced publicly and
award-winners will participate in a related event at Laurier.
This competition is open to all students - undergraduate
or graduate - who are registered at Wilfrid Laurier
University. Submissions will be made to a jury appointed
by the Dean of Arts. The jury will look for original, inde-
pendent and well written unpublished work. Submissions
will be accompanied by an official entry form.
Additional information, including explanatory guidelines
and evaluation criteria, and official entry forms are avail-
able from the Office of the Dean of Arts, Dr. Alvin Woods
Building, Wilfrid Laurier University.
The Deadline for submisisons is:
26th dav of March. 2004
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF ARTS
Student Life
Turning the dating scene
upside down
New-age dating services are changing
the hook-up game. So suck up your
pride and look online.
JEN GORDON
Staff Writer
Is dating- becoming- a major
stress in your life? Do you
find it hard to approach peo-
ple at bars or just find that
the bar scene isn't home to
your type? If so, there is no
need to stress because there
are many other alternative
ways to meet people and they
are growing- in popularity
everyday. Landing- the per-
fect catch is your job but here
are some new and great ways
to meet him/her.
On-Line Dating
For anyone over eighteen
online dating can be one of
the easiest and cheapest ways
to meet someone new. The
internet offers a wide variety
of ways to meet people. You
can even post and look at per-
sonal ads on web sites such
as Yahoo or MSN.
If you are trusting' and
want to chat directly with
people you can do so on inter-
net chat lines. Some web sites
even offer a more personal
touch promising' to set you
up with the person who is
perfect for you.
Eharmony.com does just,
this. Eharmony requires you
to answer 500 questions and
then you can make your very
own personal profile. Once
the questionnaire is complete
Eharmony will eliminate
99.7% of the people who are
not right for you leaving you
with a membership fee and a
chance to contact the remain-
ing 0.3% that are sure match-
es.
Other web sites, like
www.cupid.com, have begun
to use web cameras as part of
their dating service. On these
sites people are able to look at
video profiles of possible love
interests.
Phone Dating
Phone dating is an up-and-
coming trend that has earned
great popularity in Japan.
Livelinks allows a free trial of
their service. You design a
voice profile that suits your
personality and listen to
other profiles of people in
your area that are on the
phone at the same time. If
you are interested in some-
one you can send a voice mes-
sage or talk live with them
one on one. The process is
confidential and no one will
know your phone number or
name unless you tell them.
Livelinks can be contacted at
1-800-210-1010.
Lavalife is another very
popular phone/internet dat-
ing service. Lavalife allows
you to select what type of
relationship you are looking-
for, whether it is long- term,
casual dating* or intimate
encounters there is sure to be
someone for you. To contact
Lavalife in Toronto the num-
ber is 418-778-5566.
Television Dating Shows
Television dating shows have
risen in popularity and in
quantity over the years.
Modern dating shows are
spoofs of the classic A Dating
Game that first aired in 1965.
Since then dating* shows have
swamped our TV guides and
captivated our minds. Shows
like the Bachelor/
Bachelorette and Joe
Millionaire have received
some of the highest ratings.
Canada has their very
own television dating show
called "Matchmaker"
"Matchmaker" is shown on
the Life Network and allows
for your friend to set you up
on a date. Keep in mind that
the success rate for TV dat-
ing is low but many people
have at least found a new
friend out of the whole expe-
rience. To be on
"Matchmaker" you can send
a photo and contact info to
mail@triconfilms. com.
Speed Dating
If" you are
a great conversa-
tionalist and love to meet lots
of new people in one night
this next method may be per-
fect for you. This trend is not
known by many but is prov-
ing great results. Among the
best speed dating* services is
eight-minute dating. You are
given eight one-on-one ses-
sions with someone from the
opposite sex that last for
eight minutes. When the
eight minutes are up you
move to the next person and
complete the cycle. At the end
of the sessions you write
down the name of the per-
son(s) you would like to meet
again and if there is a match,
contact information will be
given to you and your match.
Results are so successful that
they offer free admission to
their event if you do not meet
someone you are interested
in seeing again. Note that
speed dating is also available
to gays, lesbians and people
wanting' to date within their
religion
There are many benefits
to speed dating such as only
being* obligated to spend
three to eight minutes with a
person, you can meet
more
people than you would on a
regular night out and you
don't have to worry about
drumming up the courage to
approach people.
Although these alterna-
tives may seem radical and
foreign to you, they are
worth a try. They are
designed to help singles con-
nect worldwide and have
been successful doing so.
Take advantage of the servic-
es they provide and good
luck finding that special
someone.
Internet
www.eharmony.com
www.eupid.com
www.plentyoffish.com
www. date.com
www.lavalife.com
Phone
Livelinks- 1-800-210-1010
Lavalife( Toronto)- 416-778-
5588
Tv Dating*
Matchmaker(send photo
and info to)
Biail@triconfilms.com
Speed Dating
www.Bminiitedatmg.com
www.takeB.com/speeddat-
iiig/Tri-Cities2.htm
www.2sdates.com/
Contributed Photo
Just so you know you wont be chatting with someone who is sitting across from you
Embrace single-hood
over Valentine's Day
Cheryl
Haines
I am single
hear me
roar
Valentine's Day is about love.
For most of us, it should be a
day to remember those you
love such as your friends and
family. However, (surely I am
not the only one to notice) the
'Valentine's Day' industry
seems to exclude single peo-
ple and eaters towards those
in relationships. In our mass
consumer society, Valentine's
Day goodies are meant for
couples and singletons are
rarely included in this gift-
giving bonanza. Apart from
February 14th being- comical-
ly commercialized and oozing-
with Hallmark sappiness, the
problem is single people
allowing themselves to feel
down on this day. 1 am a
happy single, young woman
and there is no reason for
myself, or other single stu-
dents. to feel down, come
Valentine's Day. A couple of
years ago I found myself on
two consecutive Valentine's
Days with a boyfriend (the
same boy I might add). And
no matter how much one
chooses to build up this ordi-
nary day into a one-of-a-kind
celebration of undying love,
it really is just like any other
day. Yet, this day comes
equipped with an underlying
anticipation for your signifi-
cant other to douse you in
tokens of heart-felt affection,
candle-lit dinner, and mean-
ingful kisses. And there is
certainly no lack of
Valentine's Day advertising
and material propaganda to
remind you to spend, spend,
spend.
Why then is it okay to be
single on February 14th,
even if you do buy into the
capitalist hoopla? For
starters, students usually
aren't known for their size-
able cash flow. Being- single
removes the burden of
shelling-out funds to show
our boy/girlfriend just how
much you care. Secondly, you
can see this day as a chance
to enjoy your reign over sin-
glehood for a few more years.
Chances are, many of us will
spend the majority of our
lives in relationships, so use
this day to be with your
friends and/or family who
don't require the same
amount of love maintenance.
If you are happy
being unattached,
then Valentine's
Day will simply be
Saturday February
14th.
For those of you who see
Valentine's as any regular
day, I suppose your single-
status shouldn't faze you. If
you are happy being unat-
tached, then Valentine's Day
will simply be Saturday,
February 14th, If you wish
yon had a boy/girlfriend ilien
consider yourself lucky for
having- been relieved of your
financial duties for this
Valentine's. If you really miss
the annual events of
Valentine's Day, perhaps you
should rethink why these
events mean so much to you?
Being- single is great besides
our exclusion from
Valentine's Day celebrations.
We can revel in the joys of
our youth, make future plans
at will and be free to act com-
pletely selfish and irrational-
ly in our aspirations without
second-thought or guilt. Of
course there are those rela-
tionships that have an uncr-
dinary amount of independ-
ence, but I would doubt that
is the norm.
This Valentine's Day
reflect on the experiences
and. incidents in your life
that had been done by your-
self without the help or
advice of a mate. Be happy
you can save your money for
another night. You're an
independent person. Nobody
can make you feel happy
except for yourself. You
deserve chocolates and teddy
bears as much as the next
person. You can streak down
your street in a drunken blur
without your significant
other complaining* about
your blatant immaturity.
Take Valentine's Day for
what it is, an easy way to
remind you why being- single
isn't so bad after all.
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1 Want in your psnfcs
If you want to keep that smooth talker
out of your pants this Valentine's Day be
aware of the true meaning of what they
say.
What firh say, what guys fWwk
Bo you like my new pants?
Let's hp those off and make love.
So I look fat in this?
I'll think of a positive comment so we can stilt have sex later.
1 think we need to talk?
Screw thai.
Let's go out for dinner and rent a movie.
WHOA, drive thru McDonald's and back to my house to nail.
All my roommates have gone home for reading week,
M-A-R-A - T-H-O-N
What guys say, what girts fWwk
I have really been thinking of studying abroad next fall
You just want to hook up with foreign chicks.
Let's go to the library and do some research
No, 1 will not give you a hummer In the stacks.
Want to rent a movie?
Nice try.
Do you want to put a $10 limit on gifts for Valentine's Day?
S did not realize e-valentine cards were riot free any-
more.
Can we celebrate Valentine's Day on Sunday?
The Leafs play on Saturday. F*!@ that.
Food for Thought
DAVE BONE
Restaurant Reviewer
Chicken Wing Eating,,.
Out of a possible 5 wings
Price... 3
Sauce... 1.5
Size... 1
Chicken to batter ratio... 4
Overall... Z
After the first two legs of my
journey to discover the finest
wings in town, I move back
into the city from Kitchener
to a place a lot closer to cam-
pus than Boomer's. Most
Laurier students will know
McGinnis Front Row is about
as close as you can go before
being on UW territory and
the next stop on my quest.
There is a definite sports ori-
ented feel when you enter
McGinnis as in every direc-
tion you look there is some
type of athletic parapb.errt.elia
staring* you in the face. From
hockey sticks, to drawings,
to pro sports pictures, to big-
screen TVs and even TVs in
all the booths so you don't
miss any action, you are
engulfed in sports atmos-
phere and memorabilia at all
times.
The size was the
biggest downer as
they were the
smallest I have
seen so far.
Our server was very
friendly and came quickly to
take our drink order, which
was beer, of course. McGinnis
features two nights a week
with cheap pitchers, only
$7.99 on Wednesdays and
Thursdays, makes for a great
deal. We began with appetiz-
ers and I started while my
friend decided on the
bruschetta ($6.99) and they
proved perfect for sharing'.
The bruschetta was good but
the crab dip deserves a spe-
cial mention because it
impressed us both and was
warm and delicious.
Next came the big test and
the real reason why we were
here, McGinnis' own
"Smothered Wings". Now the
first couple places I have
been, have served their wings
by the pound, but Front Row
is the first place I have
encounteredthat serves them
by number. They come in
denominations of 6 ($6.59),
12 ($12.99), and 18 (16.99),
and considering a pound will
run you about 7 wings, the
prices are not all that stellar
though I've seen worse. You
are offered the regular choic-
es of wing sauce and a dip-
ping sauce for your veggies
which are the intangible ele-
ment in a wing dinner and
can subconsciously push
your score up. I chose my
regular half-and-half honey
garlic and medium, and my
friend liked my style so much
that he did the same. Now the
label smothered can be a big-
name to live up to, so my
expectations were high for
the sauce category. Upon
arrival, I had to wonder
where they got that tag
because there was nothing
especially saucy about these
at all, in fact I only went
through one napkin and a
wet nap by the end. some-
what disappointing'.
The size was the biggest
downer as they were the
smallest I have seen so far,
and by a fair margin.
Chicken-to-batter ratio was
the one saving grace because
the combination fit well, but
there just wasn't enough
chicken. I did enjoy the
wings, but they were not the
best part of the meal as the
crab dip stole the show. Too
bad my quest to find the best
crab dip in town doesn't start
till next year.
Mmm...wings and veggies are so tasty; just don't get them from here
BHM sets it straight
I can't dance, I'm not an
athlete and I don't wear a weave
Lauren
Thompson
Black
History
One interesting observation
that I have made during my
time here at Laurier is the
evident lack of black stu-
dents. Some may believe that
this is a situation unique to
Laurier but it is a disturbing
trend common in many uni-
versities, across this nation
at least. I have often pon-
dered the reasoning- behind
this tendency and have yet to
come up with any definite
reasons.
There is also something
fundamentally wrong- with
education at the high school
level as it pertains to blacks
and other minority groups.
This is the problem of sys-
temic racism. This problem
was brought to my attention
while talking to a younger
cousin of mine. He had
obtained average marks dur-
ing high school, which would
have been more than satisfac-
tory to meet the require-
ments necessary to enrol in
schools of the university cali-
bre.
However, while guiding
him as to his pursuits upon
completion of high school it
came to my attention that he
had not applied to any uni-
versities as a result of being
discouraged by his counsel-
lor and encouraged to pursue
endeavours more suitable to
manuallabour. So he decided
to pursue a career in auto
mechanics. Of course there is
nothing wrong with such a
pursuit if it is what he actu-
ally wanted but it was not.
Only after reassuring him
that he was more than capa-
ble to succeed in university
did he change his plans and
head out on that path.
Unfortunately, he was too
late in applying to university
and had to settle for a year in
college first.
This is similar to my expe-
riences in school in which
teachers would become sur-
prised at the intellectual level
I was at, as if by looking at
me they expected different.
Hopelessness is often
characteristic of a communi-
ty that is often ignored and
forgotten after the comple-
tion of high school. What is
lacking- in this marginalized
community are respectable
role models who exhibit that
success is attainable; role
models that set an example of
the opportunities available in
the world.
Too often, such individu-
als once achieving success
turn their backs on the black
community and the younger
generation is left to look up
to is those figures prominent
on black exploitation...sorry I
mean Entertainment
Television. A station that
apparently is characteristic
of black life, gangsters with
gold teeth and half-naked
women playing their sexual
subordinates. As a product of
this despicable portrayal, the
"bling-bling" has come to be
more appealing than a
degree.
Perhaps I am wrong in my
assessment of Black
Entertainment Television and
the lack of reputable role
models as a cause of low post-
secondary education within
the black community. Maybe
it is the structure of the cor-
porate world that is faced
upon graduation,
which acts
as a deterrent. As an observer
of the corporate world,
I have
come to realize that
it is true
that there are numerous pro-
grams now in place
that
actively recruit minorities to
offer chances in white-collar
jobs.
Just turning on the news
depresses me. It seems like
everyday, yet another suspect
in a crime is described as
male, black and usually a
youth. This does not aid in
the ending of stereotypes
that are especially played
upon in the
media. The truth
is that the best measure of a
group
is how others perceive
it.
Unfortunately, there are
many stereotypes and myths
associated with the black
community that are quite
unfavourable and some that
are just outright ridiculous.
First of all, we are not all
Jamaicans. Some of us are
from African nations,
European nations and in fact
we originate from nations all
over the globe.
There is no such thing as
a Jamaican language; they
speak English. Not every
black person with long hair
is wearing a weave. It is
offensive to use the word
n*gg#r if you are not black
even while rapping along to a
song. We are not all good at
athletics, dancing and
singing. This is obvious
when speaking to anyone
who knows me since I am
lacking in all three depart-
ments. We can also do more
than work with our hands.
Black Entertainment
Television is not an accurate
portrayal of black people.
Most importantly, we are not
all lazy. In fact, I feel com-
fortable making the state-
ment that the majority of
blacks today are quite ambi-
tious. This genera-
tion witnessed the struggles
our parents had to go
through so that we could be
where we are today and have
decided we want more. We
want to stop the struggle and
live comfortable lives. So
until the obstacles in society
that persist are overcome,
Martin Luther King's dream
of being judged on the con-
tent of our character will not
be achieved. The black com-
munity has made incredible
strides in this attainment but
there is still a long road
ahead. The key is education.
Make sure to check out
the various events that are
taking place around the
school and around the com-
munity so you can judge
for
yourself how far blacks have
come, since Black History
Month is not only intended
for blacks but also serves to
educate the rest of the popu-
lation.
Let's ban V-day
Valentine's Day is nothing but one
big cheesy Hallmark card
SHANNON KOHLMEIER
Staff Writer
Lets all just face it;
Valentine's Day is not for
everyone. I don't mean not
every likes it, I mean it's not
for single people. This holi-
day has attitude and it does-
n't want you celebrating' it if"
you are alone. Other holidays
prefer you are not alone but
they don't demand it. If you
are dateless on Thanksgiving
you can hang out with your
grandma, that is just not an
option on Valentine's Day. At
Hallowe'en you could be
alone but dressing- up, get-
ting drunk and eating candy
is completely sad when you
are by yourself. Easter does-
n't mind if you're single but it
just isn't the same when you
hide the eggs on yourself.
Valentine's Day however
insists that you have a signif-
icant other around.
The idea behind
Valentine's Day is to rein-
force certain cultural values
that declare being a couple is
worthy of celebration and
being alone is a reason to
have it rubbed in your face all
day. Honestly this so-called
holiday exists only to focus
on how important it is to
have a partner and encour-
age you to throw cliche gifts
at them to show your love.
The stores are full of red and
pink, there are no dinner
reservations left and People's
jewellers are running low on
heart pendants for $49.99.
The pressure is on people, if
you don't have big plans for
the 14th you must
be some
kind of social pariah.
I'm not saying love or
relationships are ridiculous,
I'm just saying that we
should not need a holiday
focused solely on being a cou-
ple. If you are in a couple
great, if you aren't why don't
you get a holiday? Why is
this the only holiday where
we make a big dealout of seg-
regating- between 'happy cou-
ples' and 'single losers'? Most
people don't want to spend
any holiday alone but at least
if they do they aren't made to
feel like total outcasts. Of
course there is the section in
the store for cards you can
send to your parents or chil-
dren for Valentine's but real-
ly who does this? This is just
an attempt to sell more cards,
because we all know Cupid
doesn't appreciate platonic
love on his day.
Lets not forget the boxed
Valentines that school chil-
dren send, which can make
any 12-year-olds a couple for
the afternoon. Recently I saw
Lord of" the Rings'
Valentine's and one had
Galium professing 'Happy
ValentinesMy Precious . 1
did not know whether to
laugh or cry. is that what this
holiday has come to? When I
think love' I don't usually
think of creatures who have
been deformed by greed but
maybe that's just me. If these
juvenile cards sent once a
year are all we have to teach
the future generation about
love then we are in trouble.
I am posing a question
that perhaps is not the most
original but nevertheless I
feel needs to be asked. If we
are in relationships, why do
we need to be reminded to
love that person? And why do
we have to do it with corny
gifts? Are we going to have to
start writing down other
important dates on our calen-
dar too, like perhaps: 9am
teeth cleaning, 10am hug my
wife? This holiday season I
challenge everyone to bypass
the racks of pink and red, as
eye-catching as the colour
pink can be. Imagine how
wonderful the world could be
if we all picked a day to be
our personal ode to love and
kept that date a secret. Pick
your day and celebrate even
if it means you do it all alone.
Call that grandma you only
see at Thanksgiving and tell
her you love her instead of
moaning- about the stress of
finding a date for one night.
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Weekly Bad Drawing
By Pete Cram
The Goth Valentine Crossword
By: Fraser King
Across
1. Gravestone rock
8, Danish Denny
9. Enamored
12. To expend and waste
13. Centre of the universe
14 To the last xjim
16. Wizard's tool
17. Destroy and eliminate
20. OS D videogame abbrev
21 Hostile feelino
22 Knotty action
23. Soul, In a game with death
24 Ardent desire
26, Bleak
27 Farewell word
29. Moral transgression
31 Lowest Iaver of Hell
33 The last thing
36 To cut and resize
• 38. Become as dead
39. Blood flows iri
40. Music genre
Al. Past see
43. Avid desire
44. The last dav
45. Summon
Dam
1 Funeral aciors
2. Maidens fire crime
3. Swamp grasses
4. Recjret deeply
5. Come forth from obscurity
8 Duty of conformity
7. Breakable intangibles
10. French 'yss'
11. Sedate dignity
15. Postfix
18. Murder mystery channelabbrev.
19 To deplete gradually
21. Slanq for lesbian
23. Place to be left alone
25. To no avail
2$ The "others"
30. Not ever
32. God prefix
34. Necessity
35 To feast
37. French 'dmtf
38. Lost life
41. Type of missile
42. Devoured
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Horoscope
Week of February 4-11
Happy Birthday |§fj
Pisces!
Make sure you don't let other
people dictate to you how
you're supposed to be cele-
brating your birthday. Do
whatever you want on your
special day, even if it goes
against what other people
think is best for you. Don't
hesitate to try something-
new.
Luckiest day: February 7.
Aries
March 21 - April 19
Family matters are going to
keep you busy for a little
while. Make sure that you are
able to stay on top of your
work. An unexpected event
may throw off your schedule
and you don't want to be
behind. Don't hesitate to ask
a friend for a favour.
Luckiest day.
Luckiest day: February 15.
Taurus
April 20 - May 20
If you feel trapped in a situa-
tion or over whelmed by the
amount of work that has to be
done, know that better days
are ahead, but you must deal
with the current situations.
Sort through each problem
individually, don't combine
your issues.
Luckiest day:
Luckiest day: February 16.
Gemini
May 21 - June 21
Trust your intuition and stay
on your current path. Don't
make any sudden or drastic
changes to what is going on
now. Something you've been
waiting for is about to hap-
pen and despite what you
think any delays will be
worth the wait.
Luckiest day:
Luckiest day: February 13.
Cancer
Make sure you
are keeping
on top of your financial
issues. Mistakes will arise if
you let things slide.
Something new and interest-
ing is about to happen to you.
But, before it does you have
to finish up any old business.
Luckiest day: February 12.
Leo V
July 23 - August 22
Strange dreams and unusual
thoughts are nothing to be
alarmed about. Your uncon-
scious is just trying to figure
out everything that is going
on right now. If you are deal-
ing with new people or differ-
ent situations make sure you
follow your intuition.
Luckiest day:Luckiest day:
February 16.
Virqo ??!5I
8 1 ft- M
August 23 - September 23
You are about to start some-
thing new. When this oppor-
tunity arises make sure you
do some background
research on the issue so you
don't look naive or unpre-
pared once you begin. Help is
always available if you need
it.
Luckiest day: February 13
Libra
September 24 - October 22
Take the time to pamper
yourself every now and then.
You need to start concentrat-
ing oil what you need and
want more so than what
other people need and want.
Any extra work you put into
a project will pay off in the
long run.
Luckiest day: Luckiest day:
February 17.
Scorpio 1 1 |[
October 23-November 21 ' sf
- i
Someone will be presenting
you with a small gift or token
of appreciation. Someone who
you don't think
has even
noticed you or your work will
actually be quite an admirer.
Don't hesitate to take the first
steps in getting to know this
person.
Luckiest day:Luekiest day:
February 14.
Sagittarius {
November 22 - December 21
Many different issues and
problems are going to come
to a peak soon. Don't combine
any of these problems as they
are unrelated. Also make
sure everything is locked up
or secured as you are at a
high risk of having some-
thing stolen.
Luckiest day: February 12.
Capricorn
December 22 - January 19
Follow your intuition
when
dealing with a new situation.
Many unusual things are
going to start happening to
you. Jot down any dreams or
thoughts that stand out in
your mind, you
will probably
be able to interpret them bet-
ter later.
Luckiest day: February 12.
Aquarius
January 20 - February 19 SSlsikisl
Outside factors are going to
start affecting your family
life and relationships. You
can avoid any headaches by
staying on top of your work
load and not taking on any
extra tasks or responsibili-
ties. You need to think of
yourself.
Luckiest day: February 18.
Pisces
February 20 - March 20
Don't back down from an
issue if you are presented
with a problem. Make sure
your opinion or your side of
the story is clear to everyone
who is questioning you. Don't
let go of what you believe in,
it will be worth it in the end.
Luckiest day: February 17.
Daniel Hot!) is a Journalism
graduate ofConestoga College
and is currently a
Comm.uniccitioii Studies
student at Wilfrid haurier. He
has studied Astrology arid
other topics of that genrefor
almost ten years.'
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Entertainment
Breast bashing
Janet Jackson's ridiculous Super Bowl stunt leads to moral
crackdowns at the networks and may herald the return of
conservative censorship 'for the good of the people'
Chris
Clemens
Entertainment
Editor
In one of the most ludicrous
entertainment-based lawsuits
to date, a woman from
Tennessee has filed a lawsuit
against Janet Jackson and
others involved for the
extreme "outrage" and "seri-
ous injury" inflicted upon
her and millions of others
after viewing Jackson's
exposed breast during the
Super Bowl halftime show.
The suit is still mounting to
millions of dollars and many
networks have reacted by
exponentially increasing
fines for acts of lewdness per-
formed by on-air personali-
ties. Other networks have
implemented delayed broad-
casts for 'live' TV so censors
can easily edit out all those
unexpected glitches in their
pristine programming.
Janet Jackson's woefully
unimpressive publicity stunt
has cost her large. She is not
only facing huge financial
difficulties, but additionally
flailing- under the weight of
an industry blackball
Janet's one-second exposure
of her sub-par imitation
breast was enough to get her
dropped from the ultra-reac-
tionary Grammy Awards.
While the lawsuits will prob
ably never cash in (although
with the American court sys-
tem, who knows?), Janet will
still have to face the wrath of
the entire entertainment
industry for some time.
It was a stupid trick.
Surprise nudity and sexual
content has been a staple of
many entertainers for years
and are often the source of
the infinitely asinine celebri-
ty scandals which plague our
social consciousness for
many moons. It's been done
and redone and re-redone as
entertainment pundits gasp
and gossip each time, pre-
tending* to be astounded at
every hackneyed attempt at
debauchery. What Janet
pulled was a tired attempt to
catch up to the pack and
equalize herself with all the
other slutty divas. It was
nothing- new.
Where the 'stupid' part of
Jackson's stunt comes in was
her decision to commit this
act in front of the entire
country She wasn't just per-
forming for the jaded teens
and young adults who have
grown accustomed
to the
entertainment industry's
penchant for promiscuity,
but also the mega-conserva-
tive elderly, the politicians
and young children.
Everyone likes football, but
not everyone watches MTV.
Popular music may
be crass, but the
freedom to be
embarassingly
cheesy is still
important.
So instead of receiving a
polite smattering of shock
and a slight popularity boost
in the industry, Janet's bare
breast effectively served as an
indication of the rampant
hedonism coursing through
the veins of the United States
in the guise of entertainment
and rammed it down the
throats of everyone in the
country. In the aftermath,
networks rapidly constricted
their moral restrictions in
response to public outcry
while Janet and Justin
Timberlake quickly
backpedaled, falling all over
each other in an attempt to
claim innocence.
Whether the shirt-ripping
was planned or not,
Hollywood-ish music and tel-
evision now faces several cuts
to its collective edge with pos-
sibly more to come in the
future. The eye of conserva-
tive politicians once again
roves to the entertainment
industry as a source of moral
pollution, and amidst Bush's
forceful return to the values
of classic America the extra
attention at the Super Bowl
was certainly not appreciat-
ed. Janet Jackson has single-
handedly given the major
networks an adequate reason
for patting the screws into
popular entertainment and
correcting "offensive' behav-
iour in the industry.
The magnitude of
Jackson's actions are certain-
ly represented in the record-
breaking* number of internet
searches enquiring- about her
breast, but will the industry
be the same long after her
ploy grows tired? Jackson
may be the pebble that starts
a landslide of censorship and
enforced conservativism in
live television, handcuffing
liberal media. Popular enter-
tainment may be crass, but
the freedom to be embarrass-
ingly cheesy is more impor-
tant than the feigned indig-
nation of an antiquated cul-
tural vanguard.
So why was Jackson
banned from the Grammy's?
It's just the industry's way of
telling her to screw off after
she made their sandbox a
whole lot smaller.
Contributed Photo
Justin stares in shock at the dec-
imated ruins of Janet's career
Contributed Photo
Public enemy number two, right behind her sibling-thing Michael
Some classic video games revisited... again
Everyone has memories of being a geek. Here are ours.
Final Fantasy
NES
The first RPG I ever played
was Final Fantasy for the
NES. The plot was bare
bones, the characters had no
personality and how did we
all end up with those orbs
anyway? Oh well, doesn't
matter. Fact is that one band
of crappy-level merrymakers
have the four orbs of the ele-
ments and it's
up to you (or
me, I guess) to* restore the
shine and defeat Garland.
Twice. Nasty little bugger he
is.
Recently Final Fantasy
was re-released on the
Playstation (along with the
never released in North
America Final Fantasy Two)
and Garland got a make-over.
Mew FMVs have him tearing*
a big hole through a bigger
dragon in impressive CGI
splendour. It's shiny and spe-
cial and may distract you
from the fact you are about to
embark on a, 16-bit adventure
with inch tall sprites. But
you don't care do you? You
are also embarking* on one of
the original RPG adven-
tures... so enjoy!
Sarah Graves
Dragon Warrior
NES
Once upon a time in my
youth I came across a game
called Dragon Warrior and
decided to give it a shot. The
resulting' experience consist-
ed of randomly walking- a
tiny pixilated character
around until the music went
all wonky and 1 was forced to
destroy a tiny personification
of a puddle of* slime by select-
ing- the word "Fight" from a
menu 20 times. Every time I
killed enough slimes 1 was
rewarded with the ability to
kill sliines faster in some
way. These slimes also myste-
riously dispensed gold coins
from, their oozing* carcasses,
and eventually I was able to
purchase a sword to replace
my previous weapon (a blunt
stick) and kill the slimes in a
slightly more humane man-
ner.
Sometimes I went to
towns where people would
offer helpful suggestions
such as "Thou art the mighti-
est warrior in the Threefold
land!" which gave me the
enthusiasm to kill thousands
more of these slimes in my
valiant effort to decimate
their civilization. I also killed
some other stuff, and days
later I eventually killed the
last boss (who was some sort
of dragon, if I recall) and
went outside to play basket-
ball. I never played Dragon
Warrior again.
Chris Clemens
Friday the 13th
NES
You are one of seven coun-
selors assigned to spend the
summer at beautiful Camp
Crystal Lake. You can swim
in the soothing waters of the
lake and indulge in whole-
some activities such as
archery, baseball and sweaty
sex with hot female counsel-
lors. Okay, I made that up.
But in the wonderful NES
game Friday the 13th, you do
get to be a camp counsellor at
good old Camp Blood,
The game begins when a
counselor is found murdered.
One of the smarter soon-to-be
victims remembers the old
legend of Jason, the hockey-
masked nutcase who cannot
be killed. So what do you do?
Get the hell out of the camp?
No, you decide to gather up a
bunch of rocks and other
assorted weapons for a final
showdown with the Man
Behind the Mask.
This game was awesome
and really creepy back in the
decade it was released in. You
get to fight Jason's mom in a
cave and kill a ton of annoy-
ing- zombies (nobody ever
explains why there are zom-
bies, but who cares). This
game gave me nightmares
back when I was a kid but it
was just so fun to play. It
might be outclassed by
today's horror games, but for
its time this was one freaky
adventure into Nintendo
land.
Bernard Dawson
Rampage
Arcade
Why? Why are there giant
monsters destroying cities?
Why have King Kong,
Godzilla and some freakish
werewolf decided to join
forces? I mean, if they're so
angry and vengeful that they
want to destroy everything-,
how do they manage to get
along- so well?
Regardless, this game is a
classic because of its multi-
player enjoyment. While
gamers technically are on the
same team and must work
together to destroy all the
buildings, usually games
became a race to see who can
destroy buildings the fastest.
Also, if you get pissed that
your teammate took a power-
up that was rightfully yours,
it became time to lay down
the law, beating your cohort
into submission while the
army shoots you both.
Wilbur McLean
Fishing Derby
Atari 2600
To this day, I don't think I've
played a more fun two-player
fishing" - game. The player
must net a predetermined
weight worth of fish.
Catching a fish involves plac-
ing your line directly in
front
of a fish's month and the
deeper the fish, the heavier it
weighs. The especially chal-
lenging* part is sneaking*
your caught fish past the
pesky shark that is too lazy
to catch its own fish but
rather decides to eat the fish
on a line that come near it.
The two-player competitions
become fierce. For the loser,
the tears flow freely.
Wilbur McLean
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A Miracle of American nationalism
ERIC CHOW
Staff Writer
Miracle is centered on the
true segment/story of Herb
Brooks, a player turned
hockey coach. The film
revolves around how Brooks
rallied a rag-tag bunch of col-
legiate hockey players to
become a team and win an
Olympic gold medal at the
1980 Winter Games in Lake
Placid against the world's
best hockey team: the
Russians, who were then the
four-time defending champi-
ons.
Academic Value
In film studies, there is dis-
cussion on whether there
exists the possibility of the
Americanization of the world
through the use of
Hollywood productions.
What is this
Americanization, and does it
really exist? Americanization
is a process in which
American ideals and their
culture is presented as the
only tangible value that
should be adhered to by the
rest of the world. This con-
cept is clearly presented in
Miracle, which is essentially
a two-and-a-half hour film
about how America con-
quered its greatest rival and
defeated them whole-hearted-
ly as the only nation that is
able to unify individuals
together into a team. I don't
know about you, but I think
in the entire history of
humankind that the
Americans were not the only
nation to do so. Think
Braveheart.
Who should you see it with?
Emilio Estevez and the
Mighty Ducks. Failing' that,
you could take the WLU
women's hockey team to
watch this film.
My Take
I don't know about you, but
to me this film utterly reeks
of American patriotism. It's
almost like a childhood game
of "Where's Waldo?" but
instead of searching for
Waldo, one is inclined to
search for the hidden
American flag'. Honestly, by
the end of the film I thought
I was an American myself. I
still cringe at the thought of
having pathetic hockey
teams and watery beer. One
must not overlook the 'dis-
tinct' accent that Kurt
Russell took upon himself to
inflict onto the audience. It's
almost as laughable as the
one Ben Affleck attempted in
Gigli. However, this film is
not completely filled with
flaws. Miracle was able to
encapsulate the feel of the
1980 American hockey team,
for it managed to preserve
the 'unknown' stigma of that
particular team. As the film
progresses, the audience
feels for the team but is
unable to attach itself to any
individual player, in part
because the movie was able to
hype up the team rather than
individuals. This film is not
particularly poorly made, but
neither is it a neutral presen-
tation of the 1980 Olympic
American hockey team.
Cheeky Fact
Did you know that the
'American' fans were actually
Canadian extras and that the
only way the director could
get them to cheer "USA" was
to have the assistant director
skate circles around the rink
while waving* a Canadian
flag? Even money couldn't
convince Canadians to cheer
for the pitiful Americans.
Contributed Photo
"Now men, I want you to win this here game of 'hock-ee' because we are Americans, and it is our
DESTINY to win at absolutely everything! And if they cheat and we lose, the media will fix us right up."
Selling your soul or just making a buck?
Jeremy
Black
Selling out
If you were to look up the
word "sellout" in the diction-
ary, you would find that it
has two meanings. Firstly, as
a noun it means commercial
success: for example, the sell-
ing of every ticket to an
event. The second definition
is "betrayal." However, the
word sellout, like so many
other words in the English
language, has lost its affect
because of overuse.
I don't even think twice
when I hear the word sellout
anymore in the same way
that I don't hide in a bomb
shelter when I hear the
phrase "weapons of mass
destruction".
If you were to call
Blink 182 sellouts,
then in the true
meaning of the word
you would be
correct
This issue is not black and
white. There is a difference
between whoring* yourself
for commercial success and
taking advantage of an
opportunity you are given.
So are musicians selling their
souls or just making an hon-
est buck? I'll choose a few
typical so-called sellouts and
other examples to examine
the argument.
If you were to call Blink-
-182 sellouts, then in the true
meaning of the word you
wouldbe incorrect. Blink-182
has achieved commercial suc-
cess, but that doesn't mean
that they have betrayed
themselves or their fans in
any way. Just because Blink-
-182 has made more money
than I can ever dream of
doesn't mean that they have
compromised their artistic
integrity to sell records.
Maybe they make good music
and people just started to
appreciate it. Maybe people
discovered their genre of
music after they realized that
the whole boy-band thing-
was not going' to last. Either
way. we all know that many
people's taste in music is
cyclical. It comes and goes
with the trends and just
because some musicians have
benefitted from this does not
warrant calling them sell-
outs.
This is not supposed to be
a drab defense of any musi-
cians in particular. The
Blink-182 example was used
to illustrate a point. You are
not a sellout if you are com-
mercially popular. It is when
this commercial success
begins to diminish the artis-
tic integrity of musicians
that they become a modern-
day definition sellout.
To understand why we
hear musicians being called
sellouts, we must examine
the idea of artistic integrity.
Society seems to expect too
much from musicians in
terms of the artistic side of
their medium. We certainly
do not hold athletes or other
entertainers to these same
strict standards.
Britney Spears and Justin
Timberlake are constantly
criticized for their music and
product endorsements. If you
listen to music primarily for
the message and the writing,
then you are right to criticize
these two musicians. If you
don't like their message and
prefer to listen to people who
actually write all of their own
music, then please feel free to
criticize Britney and Justin.
However. think about
whether music is considered
art or entertainment. I would
argue that it is both. I would
also argue that film is both
an art form and a form of
entertainment. You don't
often hear actors or directors
being labeled sellouts - It's
okay to be commercially suc-
cessful in the film industry.
So what's the difference
between Britney Spears and
Mike Myers? Maybe we
should call Mike Myers a sell-
out because he has achieved
some commercial success and
played roles in movies like
The Cat in the Hat.
One must recognize the
difference between art and
entertainment. Britney
Spears is an entertainer, not
an artist. Her artistic integri-
ty is minimal at best and
there is absolutely nothing-
wrong- with that, as Britney
Spears does not claim to be
an artist. Although Britney
has become more artistically
responsible for her music as
of late, she is still primarily
an entertainer if you have to
put a label on her.
We certainly do not hold
athletes to the same strict
expectations as musicians.
Athletes are expected to act
as role models, but rarely do
you hear an athlete being-
criticized for their endorse-
ments. However, criticizing
musicians for taking
endorsements is common-
place in society. What's the
difference between Jerome
Williams doing Sprite adver-
tisements and Britney Spears
doing* Pepsi commercials?
The intention of dis-
cussing these issues and
ideas is not to defend musi-
cians or to criticize athletes
and other entertainers. Music
is a very unique medium and
art form. People feel a per-
sonal connection with m usic
and the musicians that
inspire them. It's something*
that truly does become the
property of the listener. It
can inspire, enlighten, hurt
and heal. People use music to
help define who they are, and
maybe this is why music
inspires so much controver-
sy: because it defines us and
we don't want to misrepre-
sent ourselves.
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Beautifully packaged
Christmas Day disappointments inexplicably lead to an
examination of the increasing importance of DVD box sets
Chad
McCordic
DVD Whore
Lately, I have been mildly
amused by the gifts I receive.
Christmas for me has become
a case study in how other
members of my family view
me. Apparently, much of who
I am can be found in Wal-
Mart between Isles 11-15:
Socks, gift certificates, bat-
tery chargers, and battery
chargers again... all are on
their list. Unfortunately this
year the Alien Quadrilogy, my
first Christmas request since
I was a wee lad, was not. I
thought this nine disc DVD
set would be a given: it's pre-
tentious. handsomely pack-
aged, overflowing with use-
less knowledge, and doesn't
come cheaply. These were all
characteristics I thought that
I possessed as a person.
In the after-turkey-haze of
Christmas evening-. I was
resolved to do two thing's: Go
and buy what I really wanted
to with the mountains of gift
certificates I received, and
figure out why I was so
enraptured by these massive
DVD "special edition" sets.
It's been a trendy flaw that
seems to get worse with each
passing year and with each
consecutively larger DVD
package.
In this our troubled age of
internet piracy and disre-
spect for all things corporate,
one could easily make the
assumption that the
Hollywood behemoth is hem-
orrhaging money like a char-
acter in Kill Bill. The answer
to that my friends, is no. In
fact, DVD's maybe saving the
entire industry. According' to
CBS news, "Home Video sales
will hit $25 Billion this year,
and Hollywood can't burn the
discs fast enough. Home
video sales now account for
nearly 80 percent of
Hollywood's revenue."
Movies stay in
cinemas for weeks.
DVDs will sit at
Walmart for years.
Certain movies are actual-
ly making more in DVD rev-
enue than in theatres. The
film Seabiscuit made a very
respectable 130 million dol-
lars in theatre revenue in the
U.S. alone. The DVD sales of
the film are currently at $135
million. There were 6.5 mil-
lions copies of the film sold,
and that means only 235 mil-
lion Americans still need to
buy it! When you factor in
the market prediction that
"90% of American houses will
have a DVD player in seven
years", that's a lot of
Americans who will buy the
heroic story of a horse in the
near future. Movies stay in
cinemas for weeks, DVDs will
sit at Walmart for years.
There's more: Finding Nemo
has sold 18.5 million DVD
copies and Monsters Inc. man-
aged to sell 5 millionD VDs in
its first week of release.
All this information
makes me very uneasy. I
pumped a hundred bucks
into that very industry when
I bought the Alien Quadrilogy
on Boxing Day. What should
I do now? What sort of rotten
hypocrite would spout leftist
economic propaganda whilst
snuggling- into a couch to
watch 20 consecutive hours
of Alien mayhem?
The answer is me. I would,
Contributed Photo
Do we really need all of the extra features and glittery packaging
that come with DVD special releases? Star Trek nerds say yes!
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>The Feb. 11 @ Starlight
>Flashlight Browns Feb* 12 @ Trasheteria
>Nickelback: Feb. 14 @ Kitchener Rec Centre
>Rheostatics: Feb. 14 @ Starlight
>ftticfrew WKi Feb, 17 @ Club Denim
>The Sadies: Feb* 18 @ Starlight
>Piiate: Feb, 25 @ Starlight
>8otiiehow Hollows Fefo
s
27 @ Shadow
>Tim Leei Feb. 29 @ Starlight
; Weekfy Lyrics
"O wis fed 'J was smarter
1 wisfed rl was stronger
'] wished '1 loved Jesus
'The way my wife does
'] wish ft had been easier
'histead of any longer
'] wished
7
1 coiild have stood where you
woufef have been
proud
'(But that won't happen now
'That won't happen' now"
Do you know these needlessly lengthy lyrics? Sing them in
the shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email with the
song- and artist name to whientertainment@yahoo.eaand I'll
put your name in the next issue, plus you'll get a free GD that
the nice record labels haven't been giving- to me!
Last week:
Part-time student Shelagh Pepper proved that the classics
are still known and loved around the campus in correctly
guessing that last week's lyrics were from Metallica's "The
Unforgiven". In other news, who would like to write articles
for the entertainment section of the Cord? Sweet Jesus!
- Chris, 'Entertainment 'Editor
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26 Classifieds
Two houses for rent Bessie's Dressmakers, Part-Time Work - Brantford
Roomate Wanted
112 BjK»f ■ I € Near university excellent condition. Alterations for women and men, 22 Local accountants office requires Roommate
wanted for May 1, 2004.
Owned by professor, 6 bedroom. King Street South, Waterloo temporary, part-time
office help One spacious bedroom in two bed-
Places For Rent living
room, 2 kitchens, 2 bath- between O.W. Sports and Home during the upcoming tax season.
room apartment in Richmond
Look4aPlace com
rooms, washer dryer. May 1 for one Hardware. Open Monday to Friday, Duties will be mainly reception
and squares. Laundry facilities, pool,
Local Rent Search Site. Manv year'
°ne house at $2370 (405 9:00 to 5:30, Sat to 2:00. 519-747- telephone, with some minimal cler- squash court, gym, and billiards all
places 4U 2 View
Tamarack) and other at $2460/ 3565 ical duties. Hours can be tailored in building. $475 inclusive. Call
1 month (335 Albert) plus utilities. to suit class and exam schedule.
Robin 888-6759
Three Bedroom Apartment
746-7928 MCAT, OAT, DAT, PCAT, Soap Please drop off resume at
the
One 3 bedroom apartment newly
,
Carving offices °'
,
carpeted, new windows ensuite
Rooms for Sublet Correspondence/self study pro- Brian Mandell, Chartered
w/dryer, utilities included ample
Regina St.N. female only, for gram single-subject seminars on Accountant, 148
Dalhousie Street,
parking. Lease Mav Ist 2004 to
summer
,
2 bathrooms, free park- weekends. Study packages for Brantford. N3T 2J4 (next to Post
April 30th 2005, Minimum 3 stu- ing/laundry, fully furnished, newly
MCAT, DAT, OAT, PCAT. Complete House Residence), or
email at House for Rent
dents $405 00/student For annt renovated, spacious, 5 minutewalk sets
of notes and practice tests bmandell@bfree.on.ca
Across from WLU (235 Albert),
call 416-491-1370
from WLU, $300 + utilities, con- with detailed answer keys. For
excellent condition, owned by pro-
tact:BBo-8776, Laura or Asha detailed information about each Teach English Overseas
fessor, 5 bedroom, living room,
House for Rent
test, dates, locations, cost, ship- Jobs $$ Guaranteed-Great Pay.
kitchen, washer, dryer, Sept 1 for
Near Universities -32 High Street
Sublets Available ping charges, refund policy and TESOL
Certified 5 days in-class one year $2150 + utilities 746-
Waterloo Sept -Sept Lease
Excellent sublets available from detailed information about study (Dec. 17-21), on-line or by corre-
7928
Available for 5 students! Well kept May
Ist to Aug. 27th/04. 3 and 4 packages please visit website spondence. FREE
Information
;
,
brick bungalow dunlex 2
bedroomunits. Starting at $275.00 www.prcpseminars.com or call toll Seminar Nov.
13 @ 7pm Guelph:
kitrhr>n« 9 hatho rp
„Li
oil- per person, up to
$550.00 a month. free at 1-866-408-1572 Ask for Ramada Hotel and Conference JLpiif
newer furnace 6 apptonces'
Inclusive. Call 747-7276 Dave Center. 716 Gordon St. FREE
yard Reasonable"rent 4 Bedroom Condo for Rent 1-888-270-2941or globaltesol.com
Wing Woman I
view call Mrs Eteer 893 0881
Ma
y 1/04 to Apr3o/05. close to
IPMI M J> 4UV I apologize for not being much of a
'
University. Great condition, ■■■■■■HKSf. k;.
wing woman this week, although I
Four Bedroom House
includes gas fireplace, A/C, Part-Time Work
did look away
at the appropriate
May to May rental Close to WLU fridge/stove/dishwasher,
full laun- Paid part-time support worker
time. WW forever... Susie you suck,
and uptown $385 each plus utili-
dry " deck " £araSe - Call Bob ® 888~ positions available in various resi- Wing Woman n
ties. No smokers loud music.
7103 and refer Condo#2s. dential settings for individualswith Roommate
Needed —
_
Phone 584-75':Sl and leave me<s-
developmental challenges. Every Four people need a filth. Great
sage
Rentals for May and Sept second weekend and/or relief multi level, 5 bedroom unit on
Ive found a new club... betcha
1 May + Sept rentals now available hours. Generally 8 or 12 hour Spruce St. Clean, laundry, park-
want in, since FF is no longer
1 Room Available
12 + 8 month leases. Housing from shifts. Experience an asset. Send ing, licensed, 12 month lease
number one.
247 Hazel Street extra extra close
1-10 persons per unit/house. Rent resume to Don Mader c/o K-W beginning May Ist. Call 747-0567 WW
to wr tt 1 lamp hnncp in tnn chcnp
$335.00 - $525 inclusive. Call us Habilitation Services, 108 Sydney or Dave at 747-4481
a^gpiZg CyPto May Ist W.O.C.H. 747-7276 Street South Kitchener. ON.
Office w«„,ed!
lease. For viewing call 575 6321 or .......
N2G2V2
u
Looking for any offer, parking lots
575-6313 ' Minimum8 month committment OKay.
Summer Sublet
fefap CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Atleast 3/5 bedrooms available at
0 im
_
0
Children's sleep-away camp.
Village on the Green unit 75. Price
Sew What? Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18 - ft A • |§ A A % M * A
starts at $300 but is negotiable.
Need Jeans shortened, buttons 8/15/04) If you love children and V M 111 I A WW if M
Utilities included. 15 minute walk 112P
laced- °r a patch put on your want a caring, fun environmentwe | ZVIME S£V IT W |A
to WLU. Close to Zehres. Free laun-
favourite Call make an need female staff as Directors and H|«lf W ■
dry central air and free tennis
appointment with Stephanie @ Instructors for: Tennis, Golf, WW WWw w W V V w
court use. Sublet starts May 2004.
497~5323. Most alterations Gymnastics, Swimming.
At least 2 bedrooms available for
returned withm four day s - Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports.
2004/05 school year. Contact
Cheerleading, Ropes, ES EM"F 9 M RIC I CS E D
Marianne at 416-231-5675or Nick
CHORES We 11 do em! Camping/Nature, Drama, Video, Clw ■ ■Iw DEWI Iw W ■ WWK
at 519-746-4317
Are y°u tired °112 having to clean Ceramics, Sculpture, Batik,
1 your house? Or even too busy to do Silkscreen, Guitar, Jewelery, C B C syg Eft ■■■
Need Storage (Waterloo)
it? Then let us clean it for you, at a Piano. Photography, Aerobics,
® IWI ■% I
Indoor all sizes $29.95. $39.95, veiy
good price!
'
Martial Arts. Interviews March
$44 95 call Harry KW Safe Storage
wluchores@hotmail.com or 884- 20th. Apply on-line at www.camp-
-570-0985, 136 Moore Avenue S.
2928 ask for Allison waynegirls.com or call 1-516-889-
r
—
1 W.O.C.H.
glasses or contacts... Buy ONE Get
details in store.
__ __
, ONE FREEI
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1 Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses
1 or soft contact lenses at regular
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..
price, and get a second pair FREE,
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One Hour service on most
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i 50 University Ave. W.
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V (corner of Philip and University)
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Arts
Book of a butterfly con
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
Escape was all that occupied
Henri Charriere's mind after
he was deemed guilty and
received a life sentence to be
served in the penal colony of
French Guiana, consisting of
hundreds of kilometres of
wilderness and swamp bor-
dering Brazil. Charriere, the
only man to successfully
escape from Devil's Island
chronicles his experiences in
his memoir Papillion.
Charriere's nickname in the
underworld and prison sys-
tem came from the butterfly
tattoo prominent on his
chest.
The memoir begins in the
year 1931, after the then
twenty-five year old
Charriere received the sen-
tence for the alleged murder
of a pimp. While admitting
his guilt as a safe cracker
and a thief, Charriere contin-
uously insists on Ms inno-
cence towards the murder
throughout the book. He
readily admits that initially
his desire to escape is soleiy
to extract revenge against
the police who had set him
up.
Redemption, however, is
one of the strongest, virtues
that the reader sees within
the narrative Papillion.
Through the various charac-
ters that are met within the
Bagne, the slang term for the
penal colonies, or while on
Cavale, the slang for escape,
Charriere's perspectives and
philosophy underwent sig-
nificant changes. To summa-
rize much of what he says,
Charriere found the great
depths of humanity in some
of the worst places of despair.
Slowly, his perspective
changed from a desire for
revenge to a desire to live life
for its own sake.
Charriere made eight
major attempts to escape
from various prisons, three
that were successful- during
his fourteen years of impris-
onment. He would also spend
a total of almost three and a
half years in solitary confine-
ment where he had to remain
silent the entire time. He also
spent intermittent time peri-
ods in Trinidad. Aruba and
Columbia while he escaped
but he was recaptured with
his friends.
Eventually Cliarriere
would be transferred to the
prisons on the islands, St
Josephs and Royale. Here he
was tokl escape was impossi-
ble and very few of the other
convicts were interested in
escape. That didn't stop him
from making- two attempts at
this place but it resulted in
the death of one of his
friends. Eventually Charriere
was transferred to Devil's
Island, a place normally
reserved for political prison-
ers. It was here that he made
his most desperate but final
escape to freedom.
The book finishes with
Charriere successfully arriv-
ing" in Venezuela after a
series of misadventures.
Charriere only finds himself
to have made it from one
prison to another where he is
interned for a year for obser-
vational purposes. His expe-
riences in Venezuela until he
returns to France are chroni-
cled in his second book
Banco.
Charriere has been criti-
cized as embellishing' his
experiences, but in his
defence, he bluntly states, "I
didn't have a type writer
while I was there." There is
no way to verify the degree of
truth to his story, but it
makes for an excellent read.
His tone makes you feel as
though - you are there with
him, and his story is immedi-
ate and personal.
However if midterms and
papers are keeping you
bogged down, Charriere's
book was adapted into movie
of the same name starring*
Steve McQueen and Dustin
Hoffman.
Documentary of
their dying days
KATIE WEST
Arts Editor
Tonight's TVO documentary
Dying at Grace does not (as I
had naively suspected),
involve peaceful reconcilia-
tion with death, but is
instead an actual reference
to patients dying- at the
Toronto Grace Heath Centre.
That said, I'll leave it up
to you to decide whether or
not you want to watch the
often-painful process lead-
ing up to the deaths of five
terminally ill patients. The
black screen introducing the
documentary reads: "this
film is about the experience
of dying." Which, I think,
might be enough to throw
off a potential viewer just a
touch. The lines that follow,
though, tell us why the doc-
umentary was made: because
the experiences of the near-
dead might be "useful to the
living..."
The documentary is just
that- a documented account
of the day-to-day lives of
these dying patients. It is
not a pared-down version of
short, edited clips.
Some of the patients can
speak; some are too ill. Eda
is a cancel' patient who is
almost well enough to move
into her own condo, and
Richard has Hepatitis C.
drinks and smokes.
The documentary is a lot
to take in one sitting; imag-
ine watching* your grand-
mother die five times over.
That said, the documen-
tary's slow-moving' nature
really does remind its view-
ers of the way things really
happen; life is not lived in
brightly-coloured thirty-sec-
ond clips.
About thirty minutes into
the film, there is finally a
clip of footage shot outside
the hospital- it is a shot of
Toronto streetlights and
and you think...
finally, we're out!! Change of
scenery! Nope- just getting a
different camera angle on
the same hospital room. In
this way. the film provokes
viewers to realize the drab
monotony and restriction of
the hospital walls.
As a young viewer, all I
could think throughout the
documentary was that I
don't want to live to be old.
How could I not, when
Richard says, "they should-
n't have revived me because
I'm only going to go back to
the same thing," and Eda
says, "you get tired of smil-
ing all the time..." BaahU Get
me out of here! If you watch
it. you'll know exactly what
I'm talking about,,:
The final scene is perhaps
the most shocking at a11...
the featured patient's breath
constricts, turns heavy and
thick, strangles, and there is
finally no breath at all.
Dying at Grace is no walk
in the park, but it shows you
exactly what the face of
death looks like. :
Contributed Photo
TVO's documentary Dying At Grace premieres Wednesday at 9 pm.
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Belleville Triplets lots of fun
Cute, funny cartoons light it up on
the big-screen resulting in a film that
everyone should go see...
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
I was literally taken away by
Sylvain Chomet's The Triplets
of Belleville: taken away by
the animation, the music and
by the simple fact that so
much emotion could be con-
veyed with the most minimal
of dialogue. The French film
combines a retro feel with a
dark but humorous plot with
a musical score consisting of
a touch of jazz and a hint of
Mozart.
At the beginning, after a
charming score bv the
Triplets themselves, the audi-
ence is introduced to
Champion, his grandmother
and Bruno, their dog.
Champion, with his grand-
mother's assistance, trains
for the Tour de France.
During the race enter two
sinister, hunching- and iden-
tical dark gangsters. First off
they sabotage a part of the
race and kidnap some of the
cyclists including* Champion.
By the time Champion's
grandmother and Bruno
have tracked down the kid-
nappers they have already set
off for Belleville on a large
ship. Champion's grand-
mother follows behind in a
small paddle boat rented at
the beach side. Traversing a
stormy ocean Bruno and the
grandmother find themselves
in Belleville, which is very
reminiscent of New York.
The film's New York tea-
tures a parody of the Statue
of Liberty, tall buildings and
streets filled with endless
streams of cars, with lots of
gargantuan hamburger-eat-
ing- people; a stark contrast
to the initial Parisian setting
of the film.
Unable to track
Champion, grandmother
wanders the streets penniless
where she finds herself with
Bruno under the bridge,
playing a bicycle rim as a
musical instrument. She
attracts the attention of the
Belleville Triplets. They take
her in and a bizarre but
strong* friendship is formed
between the musical souls.
The triplets not only invite
grandmother into their home
but she also performs with
them. Without giving- up too
much more of the plot, the
Triplets help Champion's
grandmother find him.
I can't help but be
impressed by the level of ani-
mation that exists in this
film. With the absence of dia-
logue, the narration must be
conveyed almost exclusively
by facial inflections, the
drama and the music.
The quality of timing and
tempo of the characters
expression and music is
remarkable and well thought
out. I was also impressed by
the surreal quality of the
landscapes of the film and of
Bruno's dream sequence.
Combine all of this with a
suspenseful plot, and I can
honestly say that The Triplets
of Belleville is one of the most
unique and interesting films
that I have seen recently.
Contributed Photo
Check out whafs around the neck of the lady on the left... enough said. Facial expressions and stuffed
animals scarves are everything.
Blogs: how to keep an online diary
Blogs are a way for anyone to get
their thoughts out there; be aware
though that it might get personal...
TUDOR COSTACHE
Cord Arts
November left me feeling
heartbroken and lonely, and
because I needed a hug" or a
creative outlet for my angst I
started a biog\ The blog
made it seductively easy to
broadcast my private
thoughts as a frequently
updated online narrative, and
I immediately understood
why blogs are quickly gain-
ing in popularity — over 10
million people will have one
by the end of 2004.
Blogs offer endless cre-
ative possibilities and exhila-
rating freedom. But it's a
genuinely bad idea starting
one when you're feeling mild-
ly dejected, as I eventually
found out.
On the web,
narratives flow
from one site to
another, so every
blog is a gateway
into an orgy of
discourse.
For one thing, blogs tend
to become intensely personal
because they establish a
direct and rather intimate
connection between the
author and the audience. A
feedback system allows the
readers to immediately
respond to the blogger, and
the blogger often writes
about comments made by the
readers.
This immediacy is com-
pelling, and often leads to the
sharing of too much informa-
tion. It's not surprising that
many blogs read like soap
opera scripts, filled with gos-
sip and romantic misery. It is
"as if a generation were given
a massive technological truth
serum," the Hew York Time
writes.
There is such thing as
sharing too much informa-
tion, and it was this "infor-
mationoverload" that eventu-
ally caused one of my closest
friends to stop talking to me.
But instead of confronting
me, he started his own blog-
under a pseudonym. "This
asshole who dares call him-
self my friend [...] is envious
of everything that I am capa-
ble of feeling and doing-," he
wrote about me in one of his
entries.
This incident highlights
not only the strange interac-
tions and relationships that
occur between blogs (the
often violent overlapping of
personal narratives), but also
the collapse of the boundaries
between private and the pub-
lic worlds.
Because of their sheer
number, blogs are constantly
grinding against each other.
On the web. narratives flow
from one site to another, so
every blog is a gateway into
an orgy of discourse. The
interlinking of blogs is so
pervasive that a new word,
the Blogosphere, was coined
to described the richly linked
environment that nourishes
the blogs.
My friend was able to cre-
ate his own space from which
to communicate his anger,
and by doing so his voice
became as legitimate as mine.
Suddenly, everyone is able to
stand on his or her own soap-
box and voice dissent or
express an opinion. And
these opinions, as they echo
and reverberate through the
blogosphere, have a strange
way of getting progressively
louder.
Bloggers are able to carve
out their own space in the
virtual world, and this space
lies somewhere between the
public and the personal
domains. Even though most
blogs are easily accessible
from anywhere in the world,
bloggers tend to see their
blogs as personal space.
which is understandable con-
sidering that these are often
outlets for personal narra-
tives.
But blogs are also an
intensely public medium
because your life is instantly
broadcasted to everyone who
cares to tune in. Everyone
could follow the public bick-
ering between ray friend and
I if they wanted. The tension
between the private and the
personal is as interesting as
the ways of resolving it.
One strategy is to fully
embrace the personal narra-
tive, because it is something
not everyone can easily
decode. "Frankly, the more
personal I get, the less people
understand," wrote Zae, a
blogger.
On the other hand, most
blog'gers draw boundaries
around their discourse. "I
don't feel comfortable baring
my soul — I do that
on my
private and locked journal
where I can control who
views it," wrote Jason Shim,
who has kept an online jour-
nal since 1999.
As a medium, blogs offer
incredible creative freedom —
a whole generation has the
power to express whatever
is
on their mind. But the free-
dom comes at a price, espe-
cially when you start blog-
ging* in cold November, feel-
ing bitter. "It's pure free-
dom," said Zac, "except it
isn't." I suspect that pretty
soon Zac too will have an
army of angry friends
writ-
ing blogs about him.
Contributed Photo
Interconnected, intermixing computerized messaging: how to read what everyone else is saying...
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